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Since January 2017, men and women at the Larimer County Jail, 
Work Release and Community Corrections have spent an hour and 
a half of each week participating in a writing workshop facilitated by 
Sarah, Sam, Zoe, Lizzie, Lily, Savanna, Shelley, Shalyn, Emily,        
Emmy, Krissa and Mary Ellen. Adding to this diverse chorus are two 
youth writing groups from Turning Point and Remington House  
facilitated by Cassie, Patricia, Kaitlyn, Alina, Brave Heart and  
Daisy. Throughout the semester, creative energy poured through the 
fingertips of these prolific writers and onto the page. Male, female, 
youth and adult, each writer brought a unique style and voice to the 
works within. Kudos to these writers and our wonderful volunteer 
facilitators. A very special thanks to staff at our community partner 
sites: the Larimer County Jail, Remington House, Larimer County  
Community Corrections and Work Release, and Turning Point. We 
also recognize the CSU English Department for providing staff and 
material support. We would also like to give heartfelt thanks to the 
AJL Foundation annd Bohemian Foundation for their grant support. 
As always, the expertise and speedy printing work of Gorham Pub-
lishers is gratefully acknowledged as we circulate these writings far 
and wide.
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iNTRODUCTiON: 

What lies just below the surface of our lives?   
What happens when we try to really see one another?

 
As we compose the introduction for this issue of the SpeakOut! Journal, we 
asked these questions of ourselves as writers, as program facilitators, and as 
readers.  We all approach such queries in different and complicated ways, 
and we particularly appreciate how Holly, a new member of the SpeakOut/
Community Literacy Center’s team, answered it.  Read on:
 
In this issue, AzFACT can rhyme like no one’s business. Johnny Angel is in love. 
Cindy143JFC can draw beautifully, especially her dreamcatchers. Mario tells us 
“When life gets you down, never give up / Even when it’s empty, there’s still air 
in your cup.” Clarrisa T. passes along the gentle words: “Breathe and know you 
can survive this too.”

When I took this job last fall, it was just that, a job. I applied because it was the 
closest work study job I could find to my field. I was only supposed to manage 
the office, keeping it stocked, making sure everyone had the things they needed 
to keep the workshops running smoothly. When the opportunity to contribute 
to editing the journal became available, this became so much more to me than 
just a job. 

My preconceived notions about people in jail and at-risk youth were shattered. 
The faceless mass became individual people with stories and families and per-
sonalities. So many of them have felt pain that I can’t even imagine. I’ve laughed 
and cried with them, even though I’ve never met any of them.

Writing is such an intimate thing. I’m a writer myself, so I know that it’s a big 
deal to share work with other people, especially about something so personal 
like the experiences that these writers have had. Then to take that work, have 
it published, and shared with the world; that takes a lot of bravery. But it also 
means that they can share their stories with everyone. They can prove that they 
are not just another face in a cell or another youth in a rehab center.  These are 
stories emerging from behind walls that we may never otherwise know. 
I want to know their stories. And I think you will too.
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attention speakout! writers

You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! Online website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com

 This issue of the SpeakOut! Journal is dedicated to the writers at LCJ, 
Community Corrections, Turning Point and Remington House, both 
past and present, who add their voices to the many narratives that define 
who we are and how we imagine the world. The words in this spring issue 
challenge you to read closely, dive deeper, and listen to stories that lie just 
below the surface.
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Real Deal Gil

SWiTCH SHiFTS

Spring 
touched her finger 

to her lips
to hush winter’s 

chapped lips. 
And watch 

the winds of change 
switch shifts.

MY LiFE

Garcia

My life is green 
my life is black 
my life is like a stone 
my life is like a rainbow 
my life is full of love 
my life changes every second 
my life is like stones and dark 
my life is full of laughter and hope
my life is…
my life is…
my life is…
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Johnny Angel

ALASKA

I think it would be cool to see an eagle or a bear - I’d be off fishing some-
where. It would be so nice on the ice, drilling a hole just to fish - to catch a 
salmon or a big ol’ trout. Yeah man, that’s what life is all about. I’d fish all 
day then sleep all night, one more that would be out of sight. I want to do 
this, yes, I do - If I could go to Alaska with you. 

Angel.Fallen

TRiBUTE TO ME

The painter’s brush reveals a smile, 
a poet’s rhyme synthesizes a vision. 

Deeply happy, perpetually optimistic, 
delivering hilarity with deadly precision. 

No longer strung up, their wooden puppet, 
Oh yes, my puppetter was recently fired. 

I am who I choose to be, 
The approval of others isn’t required! 

UNTiTLED

Garcia

It’s a Family night. As you can see we’re all hanging lose, and being your-
self, and no worry in sight. Dancing to the souls. As you can see they ain’t 
one Blue Face. What I would do to be back then. If only we could have 
more days like these ones.
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RABBiT RUN

Ivy

You silly rabbit 
Didn’t you know not to 
Spend all your days in a rush 
Settle down and hush just for a 
Minute  
To figure out whether or 
Not your hear is really 
In it. 
Speak to the wind and tell 
Him hello. 
Tell him to go as far 
As he is willing 
To blow 

Show the earth. 
You are more than 
A natural part of  
Birth materializing your 
Thoughts into amazing wonders. 
You have the power to  
Make a decision  
To quit running yourself 
Into a tricky  
Position. 

WALLS

Daemon King

We all live behind walls some thick some thin, some tall some short, but 
what is behind those walls is different for all os us. Some of us hide pain 
while others hide love. Some hide joy while others hide hatred. But no mat-
ter wht is behind those walls, what is in front of them is what truly causes 
us to put those walls up: prejudiced, judgmental people who can’t get over 
themselves.
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ONE THiNG i’LL NEvER FORGET

Silent Hawaiian

Your silly smile, your goofy laugh, 
your happy face inside my batman hat. 
The sun, the clouds, the plains, that jet, 

the way you looked the day we met. 
Your love, taste, looks, and feel, 

makes everyday spent with you feel so surreal. 
Children, a home, and a life that’s just, 

you and me together is beautiful,  pulchritudinous. 
All this I have felt since the day we’ve met. 

You, my love, my life, 
are 

one thing I’ll never forget. 

i’'LL BE BACK

Hasty

I will always be back 
First to class 
Last to leave 

Be back with tricks up my sleeve 
Hooray we live forever 

So long strive to believer 
Since you have been gone 

I will return 
In all black 

I’ll be right back. 
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FLOW

ALL THE DAYS

Dark and gloomy, sad and down, 
Without you I’m lifeless, I need you around. 
Your voice is of harmony, sweet sound of an angel, 
I vow to you all the days, no matter how painful. 
From the day we first met, to giving you the ring, 
I shall love you all the days, as if you’re my favorite thing. 
Love at first sight, you’re my touch, taste, and feel, 
All the days shall be cherished, for they are surreal. 
Not a worry in sight, side by side we stand tall, 
You’re my queen, I’m your king, our love conquers all. 

Dakota

MY MOTHER ALWAYS TOLD ME

My mother always told me that I should slow down, pay attention to the 
little things. 
Maybe I should have listened. 
Instead, I flew by trying to catch the finer things. 
Maybe I could have glistened. 
Instead I’m sitting in a cage, wearing steel rings 
Not knowing what I’m missing like a bird shot down, 
Crash landed with clipped wings. 
With every second life takes away from my breath 
Is another link added to the chain wrapped around my tight chest. 
When I break free every last one of these demons will be put to rest. 
Now, I’ll count to three, take a deep breath 
And pray that God does the rest. 
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WHO i AM

AzFACT

I look at my face but don’t know who I am.
I look into my eyes and remember all I’ve seen. 
I look at the scars above my left brow and know I’ve been reckless. 
I see the scars on my hands and know that I’ve been about something. 
I see the scars on my left inside elbow and know that I’ve been nothing. 
I see the scar on my left flank and know I got lucky. 
I see the scars on my forearms and know I’ve done harm to someone I swore I 
never would. 
I know my scars but that’s not who I am. 
I hear my first name and know it was passed on to me from a man 
with similar wounds.  
I hear my last name and know that blood is not binding. 
I see my last name and am proud of the values that help designate 
my ethology. 
I see my light skin and know that brown is a culture not
 a measure of my humanity. 
I see the red hair in my facial hair and know that my race isn’t summed up 
with a single checked box. 
I see the same skin tones and similar shade of hair in my daughters and know 
that this world will see them as who they want become not what the world I 
came from said they should be. 
I see the dark skin of my sons and know they are as genetically complex as me 
but in a world where they will never know the one I came from. 
I know I’ve changed. 
I know my change is far from complete. 
I  know that the unknown is better than the known that I’ve been  
accustomed to. 
I know that love is in us and not limited by distance. 
I know a woman three hours south of here loves me.
I know that she’ll be back soon. 
I know I’m doing good. 
I know that I still have so many questions. 
I know that I still have time for answers. 
I know now to just stop, breathe, think, then speak. 
I see my face and recognize it. 
But who I am is still unfinished and everyday that passes brings me closer to 
becoming who I am.
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THiS MASK

Beautiful Outlaw 

This mask I wear others see, yet afraid to accept the power of what is made 
up of me times three!
Sweet and gentle
Real is real
F**k how you feel.
Feathers of a damaged soul look into my eyes … By this mask I wear… You 
couldn't handle it nor be able to see through these eyes…
Who I am… Sure isn't made of lies…
Want to get close…
Tread careful…
That would be wise! This mask is of your despise! 

UNTiTLED

Chance

Kendra,
 My heart weights heavy with sorrow thinking about the terrible 
things we’ve said and done to each other in this short relationship of ours. I 
deeply regret the lies I’ve told you and many of the things I’ve done. I cant 
help but contemplate all the things that you will never admit to me, I sin-
cerely wish we could start over, cleat slate, under different circumstances. 
As “different” people I wish you weren’t so afraid of being hurt that you 
could truly allow yourself to love me, and accept my love in return. I long 
for that day. I worry our physical beings may die before it comes I shed 
tears, hoping and writing. I know without a doubt you have the capacity to 
love, the tears in your eyes when you first held our daughter said it all. I felt 
it in my heart. I write this today hoping to break down our walls of suspi-
cion and mistrust. To tell you, just as we love our daughter unconditionally, 
that I love you. I believe that through honesty and commitment we can 
grow stronger and better together. I believe through respect and trust we 
wont have to fear being hurt. I just hope this page finds your eyes and this 
letter reaches your heart. I love you Kendra. 
 Always & without condition 
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Kross

UNTiTLED

I think about you everyday 
Thought ide take time out to say 
That I love you in every way 
And I’mma be with you through everything 

I know we’ve been through our hard times 
Spend many nights with them teary eyes 
So I hope that this makes you smile 
I’m tryin’ to go that extra mile  

Real simple with as low beat 
Remind me of our hearts when our souls meet 
Tis’ such a lovely melody 
Sweet sound like eternity

Its unconditional that’s what it is 
Guaranteed you gone get the biz 
Rings gonna be hers & his  
I thank God, I don’t deserve this  

Nice walks round the city lake 
Long talks as it gets late 
So many things that I could say  
Just want to say that I love you in everyway
This is love song from me to you
Came from my heart & you know its true 
Girl I’d do anything for your 
When I say anything it be the truth! 
We gonna make it cause its meant to be  
You & me for eternity 
I promise you my better half 
All these haters wish they had that 
Day one I knew we’d never part 
Day two I knew you had my heart 
Day three it was clear to me  
We’d be together forever & eternity
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Lynsie ©

UNTiTLED

Chatter tunneled into silence 
As words are scribbled into art 
Letters drawn into a moment frozen in time 
Laughter channeled into inspiration 
On this day dare to express yourself!

UNTiTLED

Johnny Angel

When I saw your eyes and your lovely smile, I thought I had died and went 
to Heaven; you looked just like an angel. So I slapped myself, checked my 
pulse, and come to find out I wasn’t dead at all; I was alive, and you’re the 
reason why “I love you.”
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UNDELivERABLE

Chad D.

Dear Chad, 
               What’s up bro? Wow I bet you never would hear from me! Yep its 
24 years later and you’re still here. Yeah we had some good times and unbe-
lievable fun, we had things that most people can only experience in books 
and from watching movies. So hang on and buckle up cause you’re too 
hard headed for change. You seem to think you have all of the answers and 
your know everything. Just remember in 10 years when you’re 28 and your 
rear end that cop be cool and you won’t get caught. I would tell you how to 
do it different but you won’t listen. Hell you didn’t even think you 
would live this long. See you when you get here.  
               Love Always & forever 
                              You 

F**k it, I’m finished
Sittin’ off in this prison 
Thinkin’ how I’m gonna get off of 
this sentence
Tired of lookin’ to heaven,
No more repenting 
These sins are mine 
No rewinding back these hands of 
time 
Fast forward these hands are tired,
Dreamin’ in these land of lies,
Thinkin’ to myself what kind of 
man here lies,
Cuttin’ all family ties,
Here the old me sadly dies,
No more tragic life,
No hesitation on this rapid ride

No more habits to hide,
I won’t continue this lavishly high 
This day this man becomes a savage 
at life
So no kiss just f**k it goodbye 
This must be the lack of this guy.
Who was strung out at one time
Now just strung out these lines in the 
form of a rhyme 
Just a addict who wasn’t good just 
normal at crime 
Im just a man of my time 
Stuck watchin’ it go bye.
Least I’m not wondering why 
I’m sittin’ here cause I shot up way 
too high, 
no kiss just f**k it, goodbye! 

UNTiTLED

Keeves
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4.3.2.

FLOW

I feel so special to have you, call me a lucky guy, 
from your breathtaking eyes, 
to your smile that lights the sky. 
So I sit back and wonder,  
why would you want a man like  
me, is it because I keep it  
real, so you keep it real with me,  
or is it because I write these  
lines that make you feel like  
my queen?  
Baby your my butterfly, you sting me like a bee 
I ain’t even gotta lie, flows yours that’s on my team 
I’ll love you till I die, 
Puddin you’re my everything  
4.
3.
2.
p.s I love you. 

SAD STATiSTiC

Chespy

I’m just a sad statistic
Another felon doing time 
Came up to Ft. Collins to commit some crime 
But I guess God had other plans, because it all went bad. 
Left my woman all alone, bitter and sad. 
But I won’t question God’s plan for my life 
I’ll just keep it realistic 
Be successful, complete the program and 
Start another statistic!
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B. Knight

LOvE iS NOT A CRiME

Where do you go, when you just don’t know 
Body and soul, when your losing control 
Sometime I’m not around, can’t be found 
Crucified for loving, sharing the heart 
I will not justify, love is not a crime 
Knowing the flesh, where battered souls confess 
Pain in a twist of heart, no one owns 
Oh, that smile wrestles into your eyes and shines 
Crucified for loving 
Love is not a crime

DOORS

Daemon King

The doors we walk through are like the many paths before us. A new door 
leads us down a new path. When that path comes to a door, when we step 
through to a new path, we end one segment of our life and start a new one. 
And through each door after each treaded path, we become more than we 
were when we started on this path. The rougher the going is on a path, the 
more grand the door is at the end and the more we have grown and the 
more we have changed.
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Cameron R.

TAKE iT FOR GRANTED

Take it for granted 
And your a**
You will be handed. 
Life take you through twists 
Life takes you through turns. 
The harder the hit, the more you learn. 
Take it into consideration and show your concern. 
Life hits you hard. 
Take it for granted, 
For sure you’ll get burned.  

OUR LOvE HAS BLOSSOMED

Dakota

Our love has blossomed from vines and thorns into a beautiful red-petaled 
rose. With every mistake came another layer torn. Scarred up. And made 
tough for that is where two souls arose. In the cloudiest of days and the 
darkest of nights. Thirst being quenched by rain-giving life. If you started 
to wither or began to tear, I would give you the sun so don’t shed a tear. 
For you are the most beautiful rose. I would give you the end of my years 
awaiting whatever our future beholds. Never letting go with a strong grip 
that holds. Always watching grow into the most beautiful red-petaled rose. 
To the end of our days it was you who I chose. In sickness and in health I 
will be close. Always in my heart till death do us part. 
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SAD DAY SUNDAY MORNiNG

Mama Bear

Today it’s been a sad day Sunday morning, I’m here listening to Mexican 
music and I’m in my cell, thinking of my kids and 2 men, one is my past, 
the other my future. Yes, I’m so sad. I shouldn’t be here. It’s a waste of my 
time. My time is so valuable, I can’t wait to be free It’s time for me. To do 
me. Damn, what a waste. I waste my time being and dating lame people. 
I’m wasting all my Beauty. I need to stop, por que I got 5 kids. A mama and 
a sister who really needs all my time. Men and friends, STOP wasting my 
time. I’m here missing my kids, I’m here feeling their pain. I feel I’m a bad 
mom.

“Dear Lord, please forgive me for abandoning my kids.”
Dios mio por favor Perdoname por abandonar a mis hijos.

I didn’t mean to do any harm to my kids, they deserve all my time and to 
be happy and with a Mom and Dad. Please give me, por favor peronamé. I 
want my kids to be happy, I’m their happiness. My familia are my GOOD 
time.  
Dios me ha dado mucho Amor, Fuerzas y Esperanzas. 

Teren Love

UNTiTLED

Beauty goes deeper than the skin 
They only see what the eyes allow 
She cries herself to sleep 
Not wanting what this world has to offer 
They all see a pretty face 
But no one sees her broken heart 
Beauty goes deeper than the skin
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Harmony

TO BELONG

Here I sit 
Questioning my wit 
Thankful I haven’t ended up in a ditch 
Others tell me I’m not good enough 
Oh how this world has made me tough 
I’m an addict 
Ain’t no way around it 
I know I’ve done bad 
If only you knew why I’m sad 
My world is dark 
I don’t even know where to start 
I’ve been running for so long 
Trying to find somewhere to belong 
Look into my eyez 
Tell me what you find 
I am unique in every way 
Now I must find a place to stay 
Sober is how I want to be 
Only God can truly judge me 
Making amends to my family 
Is going to be extremely hard for me 
I fear they won’t forgive my sins 
Because of the way I chose to live 
All that matters now 
Is what I do when I get you!
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Cindy143JFC

ONE PETAL AT A TiME

Dedicated to my 3 sons

One petal at a time, life goes on 
One petal at a time, we will be just fine 
One petal at a time, Boys, You will always be mine 
One petal at a time, is how we grow 
One petal at a time, is all we know 
One petal at a time, is what we count until we’re together again 
One petal at a time, ‘till we are in each other’s arms forever 
One petal at a time, life goes on!!!

Thank you for all the love
You have so freely given me
I cherish yours and offer mine 
To you eternally 
You are so amazing to me
My dear precious wife
I long to be next to you
To end this pain and strife
You are my world Momma,
The very beat of my heart
I miss you more and more 
Every moment we are apart
Thank you for our last kiss
The one you ran to give
I will appreciate you my love

Daniel

MOMMA

Every second that I live 
I am greatful for every moment 
God has blessed us to be together
And every moment yet to come 
From now until forever 
I thank God everyday
For a love that has no end
I am honored to have you for my 
wife
And to be your husband 
I will love love love you Momma,
Forever ever more
I can’t wait to see what’s next
What God has for us in store 
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Beautiful Disaster

WHAT iS LOvE?

What is love? Love is that feeling you get that feels like nothing else you’ve 
ever felt. When you can’t stand being away from that girl. Your heart feels 
like it’s going to shatter when she’s not with you. When she’s sad you smile 
for her, when she’s sick you take care of her. When you’re out she’s the sun 
on your back. No matter how much time you spend together when you see 
each other it’s like the first time your eyes met. Butterflies all over again! 
What is love? Love is two people – same feeling!

Dakota

i WiSH i COULD PROvE MY LOvE

I wish that I could prove my love 
Let’s fly away like two doves 
Braided feathers through the wings 
Where the sacred whispers sing 
Glided at a steep crescendo 
Soaking up the sun’s vast glow 
Catching tides of breezy streams 
Always moving closer to our dreams 
Ascending higher than the trees 
Feeling the soft prickles at our feet 
Witnessing the seas of green 
Treetops crashing yet so serene.
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Baby D Montoya 

i BELiEvE

My life ain’t always what it seems to be 
The past from the homies to hoes are now enemies 
Imma keep pushin and steady crusin 
Being away from my loved ones, time wasn’t worth losin 
I don’t feel the same way as I once did 
All the hurt and the pain I will forgive 
Standing up to do what’s right 
Feelin’ good pushin toward a new life 
Stronger, wiser learning to be brave 
Lookin up to my father, I want to be saved 
Come understand my heart, you will feel the same way 
I surrender my life to the man up above 
I feel like I can rise up and soar like a dove 
It’s the opposite of what I feel 
When all the pain they have caused is just too real 
Could this change in me possibly be 
Watch as I stand and show you I believe 
Stuck in shackles can you hear me 
All my life I’ve been called unworthy 
Lookin up only peace and happiness 
I’m not who I once used to be 
Used to be full of shame and regret 
I wipe my tears close my eyes 
God isn’t done with me yet
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Lotus tha Klown

iN DARKNESS

In darkness you can often hear more 
The demons paint an evil picture 
Revealing a glimpse of an unwanted dream 
In one illuminating scene, demons prey on an idle mind. 
In the stillness you see 
A lost soul searching for light 
Opening the way to the light 
A lost soul finds the light 
A new found glory and a new way of life  
No more darkness no more demons. 
No more endless battles. 
The fight of an addict finally won. 

Flawless Beauty

iT’S BETTER

It’s better not to know the nonsense that goes through my mind.   
It’s better not to know that pain I hide with my beautiful smile.   
It’s better not to know how much my anxiety over comes me.   
It’s better not to know the low self-esteem I have every day.   
It’s better not to know the ugly person I can be.   
It’s better not to know the addict I once was.   
It’s better to know the flaws I have and not be afraid to know it.
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Mario

LiFE

This poem I’m writing is about to get lyrical 
Today I’m alive thanks to God’s miracle 
Tried to OD, put a gun to my head 
Pulled the trigger six times, sh*t why ain’t I dead 
I hated life and life hated me 
Got lost in a darkness, so dark I couldn’t see 
I fell in a hole, couldn’t claw my way out 
I hated myself, was so full of self-doubt 
I was a lazy, fat, nasty slob 
Loved to hurt people, wouldn’t hesitate to rob 
Like the honey badger, I gave no f**ks 
Would rob my own mother for a few bucks 
A few years later God came to me 
He tried to tell me this ain’t who I want to be 
Came to Fort Collins fell in love the first time 
I went to jail, wrote my first rhyme 
Life is hard sometimes it gets rough 
Let me tell you, life gets really tough 
When life gets you down, never give up 
Even when it’s empty, there’s still air in your cup 
I was beaten, battered, and bruised 
I was picked on, ignored, and used 
Life can suck, that ain’t no lie 
And sometimes you might want to die 
Life’s ten percent what happens to you 
the other ninety is your attitude 
Life can be bad, but it could be worse 
You could be one legged, or dead in a hearse 
Live life to the fullest, no matter what 
I don’t want to hear I can’t, I won’t, or but 
Life is hard take it from me 
Don’t let it get to you, be all you can be 
Find the peace in the chaos, keep your head high 
Life can get better, I don’t deny 
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LiFE (CONT'D)

Life can suck sometimes, it gets you down 
You might be happy, all of a sudden you may frown 
Life can be awesome, even when it’s hard 
Take the good with the bad, and you will go far 
Here is my poem, I call if Life 
I hope this helps you through your strife

JM

LiFE

The secret to a full life is no secret. 
It’s living life to the fullest. 
Fill it with love, life and happiness. 
It doesn’t matter what you think you get. 
It matters if you take the test. 
Don’t worry about the stress. 
When all is about ready, set, 
Go, into that void that is the rest. 
Filling your life with love, life and happiness
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Freto

REMEMBER HiM?

Do you remember him? 
He was the kid with the winning smile 
He had such a bright future ahead of him 
and I  haven’t seen him in a while. 
As a matter of fact I do remember him. 
I think I saw him just the other day. 
but when I tried to say what’s up 
He just got up and walked away. 
Is he okay? 
Honestly man I don’t know. 
Last I heard he got locked up 
but I think they let him go. 
You remember when we all 
would kick it at his crib. 
His mom would make the bombast food 
Yeah I heard she lost her lid. 
Man that’s too bad dude  
Seems that whole family is whack now 
It’s cause we all stuck to weed 
and they’re all hooked on black now  
that sh*ts no good 
You try it once it grabs ahold 
No matter how hard you try to kick 
its like impossible to let go. 
But people do it 
people kick it all the time.  
Its not impossible just difficult 
He just needs to free his mind
maybe some support from his friends 
I think he’d be okay. 
But he shut himself out of the world 
where’s he at today  
let’s hit him up  
let track him down  
let’s show him that we care 
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REMEMBER HiM? (CONT'D)

yeah but the freto  that we know is gone  
when I saw him he wasn’t there  
he was just shell of himself  
of the kid he used to be  
Now he’s struggling to be a man  
Yeah but he has nobody. 
Well man he did it to himself
face it bro it’s too late 
we’ve done all we could to help 
Yeah I remember him 
but he’s different now  
he’s become the kind of person  
I choose not to hang around  
R.I.P 

UNTiTLED

Loc-E Nameless

As I sit here in my seat, hard cold and metal, I got instrumental in my men-
tal, thinking about smelling rose petals, wondering where and why I was 
getting so high, I think I thought  I could fly so high, away from this pain, 
my heart felt so drained, I turned into a great Dane with great power gain. 
But now I sit here with no power and all the pain. What’s left to gain this is 
insane, I’m still a great Dane but trapped in a cage with nothing but rage, 
so lost and so played, still the jack of all trades, like the big joker in spades, 
I need my space, I need to beat this case. I don’t want to face, my heads in 
outer space, realizing Jesus took my place, with his heavenly grace, these 
cuffs were so rough and tough. I watch them turn to dust, faith instead of 
disgrace, no longer in the shadows as I see myself in this herd of mindless 
cattle, nine stomachs and no brain, Holy grail never fails, so I pray lets all 
just live another day.
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Marissa M.

UNTiTLED

In case no one’s told you
Lately
You are not a burden
It’s OK to be struggling
It’s OK to tell people you are struggling
Please tell people you are struggling
Don’t suffer in silence
Tell someone
Get help
It’s OK to need help
You are not the expectation to
Recovery
The world is more beautiful
Because you are in it.
You are worth it.
You are a good person.
You are not the expectation to recovery
Please stay alive
People love you
I love you
Don’t give up
YOU ARE NOT THE EXCEPTION TO RECOVERY!

Hasty

UNTiTLED

I feel the need for speed 
Screw the weed 

You know what I need 
Just the deed 

I need to let it go 
B4 it kills me.
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Chad Do

STARTiNG OvER

I’m surrounded by fire and very 
intense heat. 
Everything is all burned black 
not even a bird to tweet 
the smell of smoke and the sounds 
of popping wood. 
My cone finally fell as I know  
it should.  
I came out of my shell 
ready to grow 
The clouds came and took the  
sun from the show 
The rain came down and I 
started to sprout  

Beautiful Disaster

UNTiTLED

Yelling, arguing, fighting make it stop  
Finding nothing out of something 
Making everything worse than it is 
A broken heart longing to be fixed 
A f***ed up mind longing for a fix 
Always angry, always complaining 
These things will drive you insane

I fought through the dirt, using  
the most direct route 
And wouldn’t you know finally on 
day three 
The sun shining down on a brand 
new
baby tree
So from the darkness and destruc-
tion  
came the new pine  
Everything has a beginning, and 
we will be just fine
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Shorty

iMPORTANT THiNGS

When you grow up you can be whatever you want to be.
               Always listen to what someone is saying before you speak. 
Listen to your gut.
               Love unconditionally. 
Call grandma. 
Always say goodbye when you leave.
               You can reach the stars.
                             Be kind to others. 
Never forget I love you.
               To my son.

Maybe it’s this place
it makes me think of what I was
or what I had
How I’m gonna be your man
or be a better dad 
Then I see the needle 
I hear this hiss, I see the blood so 
I know I didn’t miss.
I am no longer the same 
love turned to hate
what the f**k is fate?
my decision I make 
your gonna tell me this sh*t is
pre-ordained, for us to throw our
lives down the drain, while this 
most
amazing poison courses through 
our veins.
philosophical bullsh*t

I just take a hit off that foil and hold 
it. 
Now I’m chasin dragons 
f**kin sir lance alot 
the sword in the stone
I just want to get stoned
I just wanna go home
Wait I don’t have one
Surrounded by people but always 
alone
Just cause you’re a junky doesn’t 
mean
you can’t be real 
just cause you’re junky doesn’t mean
you have to steal cock steel, shoot to 
kill
this is the event of my demise
you already know the deal 

Keeves

UNTiTLED
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Garcia

LiviNG iN FEAR

Living in fear 
of someone or something 
Living in fear 
As my life is upside down 
Living in fear 
As the seconds go dark 
Living in fear 
As I try to climb up to light 
Living in fear 
wondering if I’ll ever see the light 
Living in fear 
If I’ll ever escape the dark 
Living in fear 
Thinking if I will ever see the other side 
Living in fear...
Living in fear...
Living in fear...

I may be in my 30’s but I love my trains.
I travel through all types of weather & different terrains.
For years I have wandered, living life on the road. 
With my pack on my back, my humble abode.
I can ride with friends or ride on my own,
When I’m on a freight, I’m never alone. 
A Gondola, A boxcar, A grainer or 48,
The feeling of freedom is why I ride freight. 
Forever you can find me in a yard by the mains,
Because this kid right here, still plays with trains…

RFK

STiLL PLAYS WiTH TRAiNS
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THE WALL

Krebs

I ran into a wall today
maybe the wall ran into me
it started by walking down
a drab blank hallway
decorated only by the plaques
of those who dwell on the other side
of that particular piece of wall.
I entered through a doorway
and sat in an office chair
and looked at the wall sitting across from me
as it stared back at the wall I had become.
I went in with good intentions
to do the right thing
but two walls facing each other
do not make an opening it appears.
Thus, then set in my fears.
Words spoken to a wall
I feel gets you nowhere.
And it seems I can’t hear through my wall.
A tit a tat
a knock a rap.
Two stubborn walls collide.
The end result is dreadful as I feared.
How do I get through to this wall?
Or get through the wall?
How do I let this wall 
hang its picture of approval on me?
I guess only time will tell, nevertheless
neither wall came down.
I left that room with a taller wall
and a first class trip to classifications for the gestapo
of a wall I faced always wins... a fact I must learn
to surpass. This wall I call the gestapo, my caseworker wall.
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DPG

STARTiNG OvER

4 years I was gone...
Put on ice... got out...
and started over on life!! 
I felt so fresh... so brand new!! 
didn’t see the trouble that started to brew...
all the pain I put my kids through... my wife... and loved ones to!! 
I should stop I know what this sh*t will do!.. 
deep inside I knew I was screwed...
now I’m screamin lord please just let me start over!! 
I got what it takes please... I wont make the same mistakes!!... 
But I started over with the same dirty a** plate!!! This cant  
be my fate...
man this sh*t ain’t me!!! So I patiently wait... to start over and  
be free!!!

Ivy

CHANGE DiRECTiONS

To see the other side 
You have to be able to abide by 
The rules. 
Slipping and sliding through  
All of this mess 
Not having a safe place for rest 
Gripping onto my sanity tight,  
So tight I might crack. 
Maybe for the right way 
But it’s hard to feel that  
That day will some  
Day be real.
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Teresa

FiNALLY SOBER

I had so many emotions surround me
     pressing on my lungs, I was drowning.
          Hurry, get the needle out of my bag 
               Shake and bake baby. No time to drag.  
                    I put the needle in and push at my morphine  
                         Much stronger that any codine  
                              Meth, my best friend and secret enemy.  
                                   Woulda loved it until there was no life left in me.
Thank fully God awoke my surroundings  
     And brought me to jail in Larimer County  
          I surely would have died  
               from the emotions I was trying to hide  
                    but covering them with a pain killer  
                         made being sober sound that much iller
Couldn’t face the things I’d done  
     I was about to say, “they won.”
          But this second chance  
               Is giving me the ability to enhance   
                    My emotional pain that’s trapped in my brain  
                         Locked away inside of me  
                              Like Pandora’s box was set free
Now I can take the time to understand  
     Why my past has such a scarring brand  
          Why I thought that running away   
               Was how to live, until today  
                    When I can finally stand  
                         Hoping y’all will take my hand
Fight the demons of addiction  
     Together we can cause that eviction  
          Of a once burning wild fire  
               That impossible to deny desire  
                    To chase the pain away from our past  
                         But I realize that there’s no reason to do a blast.
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Angel.Fallen

THREE WORDS ONE LiE

Three words from you,  
Never agian I will believe,  
Because you’ve proven yourself untrue,  
I’m no longer the one you get to deceive.  

Sweetest lies falling from beautiful lips  
Disgusted and hurt I finally turn away.  
She’s pregnant because of your trists,  
Maybe that’ll gain her your loyalty, one can only pray.  

Somehow I doubt it though,  
I’m not sure you know what it is to be faithful,  
So thanks to her I’m fully letting you go,  
No anger, no tears, for the lesson I’m grateful.  

I told you once that your lies and cheating hurt  
And one day you’d see me doing better than the rest,  
But since you threw me away when I was at my worst,  
You don’t deserve and cannot have me at my best.

Silent Hawaiian

UNTiTLED

1 red lanyard and 8 orange 
you will find, lots of 

inspiration at the loom 
of the mind! Haikus, 

poems, phrases and writers 
with lyrics, I’m lovin’

SpeakOut! And all of you 
free spirits!!
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June

NOBiLiTY

 At the beginning of our journey we’re given a selection. 
 A lit candle or a knife.  
 THE world is dark, unbearably Dark. Full of Demons, Human sized 
Locusts any anything else the Pitch Black can throw at you. So  naturally, or 
more like giving it a little too much thought, you grab the knife, Because a 
lit Candle, you think, would Draw all of the unwanted attention in this ob-
scure little world. Demons and locusts. Who wants their attention without 
knowing their intentions? So now, your Hand is wrapped around a knife in 
this Gloomy world.
 Protection! You think. But it’s Dark. Completely deficient in light. 
There’s Rubble, Trenches and Though it isn’t for sure, there’s corpses every-
where. Don’t Trip and impale  yourself! And if Anything grabs you, Thrust! 
Too often you’ve been tormented. Nearly Ensnared. And too often have 
you been so ready to strike that you’ve become too ready to strike. Thus 
possibly hitting someone that was just a s lost.  
 Accident. You Cant See.  
 Turns out maybe the lit candle was the better Alternative. A bea-
con. Your feeds guide, THE one way to tell the difference from friend or 
foe.
 Perhaps the knife was a set-up. A con from the dark. Maybe a little 
light was the only original option. All you needed because your already 
born with all the  necessities. Your brain. Your heart. Your soul. And your 
interpretation.             
 Put the knife down and grab a candle. Ignite it. Become a Flare. 
Become aware of your surroundings. Become sure footed and guide your 
flame form all Tryna blow it out.              
 Protect the light and it’ll protect you. It may catch attention and it 
may keep those of the Deep Dark at bay.              
 Just be constant. Be that Bright individual that you are.             
 Light the way.
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DanielE143GME

DOiNG TiME

Sometimes it feels as though  
There is no end in sight 
Even when it’s dark in here 
You can’t escape the light 
Time is slowed down  
Almost to a creep  
Your thoughts are always racing  
So it’s hard to get to sleep  
Hours seem like days  
And days seem like years 
Some in which are spent 
Drowning in tears 
There is no way to see 
Friends and family everyday  
Had a lot of fun out there 
But now its time to pay  
The price is isolation  
From everything you know  
You’re lucky if you get fresh air  
Or to feel the wind blow 
They give you nothing  
To let your mind go free 
then they wonder why you get mad  
When they won’t let you be  
Doing time is what it’s called  
when you are locked in cage 
just like a rabid animal  
Who can’t control its rage
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Clarissa T

PAiN iS AS SiMPLE AS BLACK AND WHiTE

Roses are red
Violets are blue
Sugar is sweet and perhaps so are you
But the roses have wilted and the
Violets have died
The sugar bowls empty.
My wrists are stained red
Your beauty’s unreal
You smile like the sun
You’re laying there frozen so far
from the light
But time cannot be turned
nor your actions undone
The world that you said
that only I heard
I love you so much do not cry
When I’m dead.

Chelsea L.

MY AMORE

I love you with my everything  
you only showed me hate 
I gave you everything 
You gave me nothing in return 
I trusted you 
You played me like a pawn in your chess game 
I would have given you the world 
you would have blown it up
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Aaron M.

UNTiTLED

They say it is what it is, wherever you go 
As you’re walking don’t forget why  
You do what you do 
What is that again? 
Everybody else seems to know 
You are just a special case 
Where did I go wrong? 
When did I lose my mind? 
Will you help me get it back?  
I think it went that way 
Only one way 
Only one way to go
All a matter of choices 
Make one, the right one 
Who says which one that is? 
Come and go, here to stay 
Who do you think you are? 
Who do they say I am? 
Who am I?
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Nikki W.

AM i AN ARGUMENT? OR AM i AN AGREEMENT?

Do I want to be right or do I want to be happy?  
Am I an argument or am I an agreement? 
Usually I am in agreement to have an argument! 
But I need to change, learn, grow- less arguments, more agreement? 
Is this what I need for peace? 
I AM an argument! I WANT to be an agreement! 
This is where my serenity can be found. 
Within, deep within- inside my heart.
All my life I’ve been just “Nikki, Nikki, Nikki” 
I want be, need to be more. 
I have been arguing inside of my soul, 
day after day, year after year. 
I know peace can only come from within myself- 
not from drugs, relationships or material things. 
How much more time will I waste arguing with  
the beast inside my head? 
When will I finally come to an agreement with 
the monster called addiction, so I can be set free? 
Am I an argument? Can I be an agreement?
When will I finally break away from the  
grip my vices have on me?
NOW! Now is the time to take back my life!
No more tears, no more loss, no more pain, 
I can finally be free to be me- 
and have faith in the life I cannot see.
I AM NOT an argument! 
I am a WOMAN, who only just yesterday  
made an agreement with myself, 
and yes I said yesterday,  
to grow the hell up Nikki! –
Go out and take on the world! 
I AM NOT an argument, a failure,  
a loss, or a burden. 
I AM strong, courageous, and capable- 
FINALLY, there is no more argument,  
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AM i AN ARGUMENT? OR AM i AN AGREEMENT? (CONT'D)

FINALLY my heart and mind are in agreement. 
Go, Nikki, take on the world! 
No longer will I be “just Nikki, Nikki, Nikki”
I will be what I was born to be,  
a mother, a daughter, a granddaughter, a grandmother, 
a sister, a niece, a wife and a friend. 
I am a WOMAN, and I am going to shine!

When I look in the mirror I see
Guilt, self-pity, sorrows.
When the mirror looks at me, it sees a 
Free, joyful, beautiful person.
When I get dressed I feel
Fat, outcasted, in the way.
When I’m getting dressed and I’m feeling me it’s
Confidence, booty-ful, voluptuous.
When I write in my journal it’s all a 
Bunch of nonsenses in my head.
When my journal reads my nonsense it’s
The real truth about me.
When I get ready to do a shot it’s a huge
Adrenaline rush. When the shot gets ready,
I pull back, losing God in me as I push
In the Devil’s way in my veins.
When I read about God I get confused
About him. When God sees me reading about
Him sees redemption of full recovery.
So mirror, mirror, on the wall it’s really
Not you who defines me.

Sabrina M.

MiRROR, MiRROR
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dr carebug

THE ROAD TO NiRvANA

You hesitate 
before releasing your heart’s tears, 
breaking the dam of stifled agony. 
“This is the last time” you say listlessly 
before firing the silver bullet into your arm, 
sliding down 
into that sensory deprivation tank for the soul. 
Your cage is built 
one needle at a time. 
You float on a sea 
devoid of pain,
grief, 
regret, 
shame 
and desire. 
A somnambulating universe 
penetrates every atom of your being, 
The weight of stillness and peace 
diffuse the fear and suffering. 
Thoughts drift, 
undetected,
down the river of the mind 
before fading into the distance. 
In the vacuum an apathetic heart beats 
and reluctant breaths become cumbersome. 
A cacophony of silence echoes. 
An explosion of nothingness radiates. 
Your chemical submission is rewarded 
with nirvanic numbness.
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BaBiie G

RiDE-OR-DiE

I’ll ride for you 
I’ll die for you 
You gave me butterflies 
The first time we locked eyes 
I’ll ride for you 
I’ll die for you 
One day with some time 
I knew in my heart you’d be mine 
I’ll ride for you 
I’ll die for you 
My days grew brighter 
As our love grew tighter 
I’ll ride for you 
I’ll die for you 
You hold the key to my heart 
It’s you it’s always been you right from the start 
So never forget since we met 
I’ll ride and I’ll die for you 
And I promise you my heart is true

Marissa M.

UNTiTLED

What do I want, do I want you, me, what do I want. I’m so confused, con-
fused I say, yes, I don’t know who I want, tell me, tell me. 

Sometimes I remember who I am sometimes I don’t please tell me again 
please.
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Marissa M.

UNTiTLED

Have you ever noticed, 
That I’m beautiful, smart, 
Talented, Here, Not invisible, Seems 
You only notice I’m invisible.

Melissa

WALDO, THE NOTEBOOK KiLLER

“Waldo, The Notebook Killer” 

Ugh! Sooo bored! These 18 hour lockdowns are for the birds! I’m so bored 
I tried to feed my notebook to an imaginary shark, I have since named 
Waldo. But anyways I yelled at him when he actually did eat my notebook, 
telling him what a naughty little shark he was, he’s gonna get a tummy ache 
from eating all that paper! Now I’ve got to take him to the vet and does he 
know how much that costs? 

Now I’ve told my roommate about Waldo and she’s laughing at me and 
won’t believe me that Waldo tried to eat my notebook which is why I have 
to take him to the vet. Even after I shower her the bite makers! 

Wait…crap! Where’s Waldo?!?! Ahhhh!! Code 5/50: We have an imaginary 
shark on the loose in Larimer County Jail! Someone alter the sheriff that a 
paper eating shark is lurking somewhere in the facility! Quick! 
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Silent Hawaiian

iF i TELL YOU THE TRUTH

If I tell you the truth, 
Would I be good enough?

If I tell you the truth, 
Would you really stay with me 
When times are tough?

If I tell you the truth, 
Unconditional love 
Is what you will get.

If I tell you the truth, 
Would you love me the same 
Or even better yet.

If I tell you the truth, 
Would you forgive me, 
Truthfully and honest?

If I tell you the truth, 
Leaving you alone-  
This is the last time, I promise!!!

If I tell you the truth, 
Then this poem I write is 
My feelings and vows.

Hoping for a long lasting 
Life together, in our own little 
House.
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Angel.Fallen

DREAMCATCHER
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Jason D.

LOYALTY
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Loc-E-Nameless

WOLF
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Cindy143JFC

WOLF DREAMCATCHER
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J. Rotten

GRACELYNN
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Jason D.

WATERFALL
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J. Rotten

HOPELESS ROMANTiC
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Angel.Fallen

SCOTTY
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Unknown

FORBiDDEN FRUiT

MOUNTAiN LiFE
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THE ADvENTURE OF CHESPY THE LOvE-STRUCK CRAB

Chespy
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Unknown

Mi AMOR
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Unknown

MOUNTAiN LiONS
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Johnny Angel

FiNEST CATCH
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Unknown

JESUS CAN SAvE
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Dreamy

SKULL
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Keeves

FOREvER RiDiN’
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J. Rotten

AS i LAY HERE ALL ALONE
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June

DAGGER
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Keeves

BLEEDiNG ROSE
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Jasper

DiAMOND
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Will S.

CARDS
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Nathan T.

COWBOY FRESH
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Cindy143JFC

SPEAKOUT
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Kross

SPEAKOUT
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HER: Is it love I fear? Or is it happiness? A smile? A laugh on the lips of the 
woman I see reflected in the mirror? Hurt being torn in multiple direction, 
all of which could leave me, my heart, divided in fractions. Love is, indeed 
death-less . . . And the push and pull, this timeless dance, leaves me dizzy 
and breathless. Lessons learned through anguish urging caution. Careless. 
No regrets . . . Testing fate. Adrenaline junkie . . . Reckless.

Angel.Fallen and Gabriel.Fallen

THE LOvER’S DANCE

HER: If light is so easy to love, why do I always push it aside?  Truth be 
told, although I yearn for and love the light, my heart clings, almost des-
perately, to the comforting familiarity of love’s darkness.  I’m overcome 
by fear. Fear that you’ll leave me here alone, but even more afraid you’ll 
choose to stay

HIM: Fear not love . . . My love. Never can you be alone for I am with you 
...Chasing away your fears. Shining light on your dark places. Even from 

afar. Love is near, a thought away. You push, I pull, you pull, I push. To no 
end. Love is death-less. You’ll run...I’ll chase..Till death...Breathless . . .

HER: Some days are easier in this place. Shadows dance with light. Light 
banishes darkness . . . Yet sometimes . . . The way the darkness envelopes 
me, its tendril brushing my skin, dueling with fire, a sensual caress. Nerve 
endings singed by desire . . . I pull, you push, you pull, I push . . . The lover’s 
dance, danced with an angel, fallen . . . Sensory overload. Love eternal, 
truly death-less. The thrill of the chase . . . Gasping . . . Breathless. . .

HIM: Emotions . . . Up and down. Darkness turns to light. Light turns 
to darkness. Round and round. The lover’s dance, danced with an angel, 

fallen. Make sure the shadow in which you dance is not the one you cast. 
Suicidal lifestyle, never knowing of love that lasts. Where there’s smoke, 

there’s fire. Dueling emotions from within. Love. Lust. A lover loved, for-
ever . . . Regretless
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Angel.Fallen

iT ALL STARTED WHEN

It all started when you told me you weren’t good at ice breakers through 
letters. It’s crazy how close we’ve gotten. How much we’ve learned about 
each other LOL!- We both overuse the sh*t out of “LOL” but that’s cuz we’re 
twitterpated!

Angel.Fallen

WE'’’’’’’’””’’RE DONE’’’’

To Whom It May (or May Not) Concern:
 It’ s not you. It’ s me. I don’ t want the life you have to offer me. I 
don’ t want another child to raise and take care of. I need a partner. I need 
someone who is ready to be and stay sober, hold a job, be loyal, be honest. 
I demand respect. In other words I need someone who knows what I need 
and want in life and is willing to help me meet my goals like I’ m willing to 
help him meet his. You don’ t meet my requirements for my partner. From 
what you’ ve shown me, you love the idea of a family but just aren’ t ready 
for the responsibility of being part of one.
 I don’ t need or want someone who plays games with people the 
way you do. Sorry. You just aren’ t who I thought you were. I love you, but I 
also know that if you and I were to continue on in a relationship, I’ d even-
tually resent you for too many things. I’ d rather love you from a distance 
than hate you up close. So, before we torture each other any more than we 
already have, I ‘ m backing out. I’ m expecting too much from you, and I’ 
m sorry. But I won’ t settle for less than having my core values respected. 
As I’ ve said before I won’ t settle for being anyone’ s number #1, I will be 
the only one or nothing. So, for obvious reasons, I’ m no longer able to be 
with you. I love you, I wish things were different. But such is life.
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Lynsie ©

WANNA PLAY?

Passed from hand-to-hand 
Held tightly with a rubber band 
Twisted into your nose 
Anything in this game goes 
Always out to make a buck 
Ain’t no such thing as luck 
I crave your face 
Your thrill makes my heart race 
Everything is a test 
Learned from the best!

Surrounded by night
I search for the light
Losing the fight
Because the squeeze is too tight
Will I take flight
And vanish from sight
Kick like a bull
And choose wrong over right 
Knuckles are white
Teeth clenched in a bite
Rad in the pall
Push with all of my might
Seen in a new light
I look down at the kite
Lost like a fool
No rest here tonight 

Oklahoma

UNTiTLED
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Ivy

TRUTH

Lynsie ©

MYSTERY

What you see is what you get...
Or is it? 
The rules can be found hidden along the way 
Roll the dice to move past go 
Did you win or lose?

I love you 
What I say is true 
What you desire 
I see 
As you look into  
My eyes I speak 
Into yours. 
Courage, strength, fear, 
Pain.   
There is no future 
Without a past. 
All those memories last. 
I can see it in your face 
Where it stays 
Where it lays 
So put behind you  
All those stupid ways 
And follow me into  
The deep end 
Where life’s joys 
Are simple for you to spend.
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Dakota

EvERY TiME i THiNK OF YOU

Every time I think of you I know that I’ve caught a dream. 
Every time I see your smile the glow casts over the hills and sea 
So bright with one I don’t deserve. 
I eagerly await to wake from sleep 
Even as my body’s at rest 
My heart has journeyed for weeks. 
Whenever we meet our souls impress cocoons made serene  
Looking forward toward the vast horizon 
Awaiting everlasting days to come 
With love as bright as the sun 
Compared to this there is none.

Dyllan Bacon

EMOTiONAL BATTLE

Anger, anger is my best friend 
but worst enemy.

Depression, a battle I cannot win,
but still battling.

Guilt, only the biggest thing for me to fight, but I grasp through, show frit, 
even as my emotions make me feel like flesh is being ripped from me, I still 
face these main 3 emotions in day, at night, awake and asleep, these emo-
tions are my best friend but as as they are my worst enemies!
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B Knight

CHiLD

A child looks into the night 
Reaching to touch a star close by 
The tiny hand reaching out reaching out 
Isn’t that what life is all about

You are the child so sweet and pure 
You are the child of yesteryear 
You are the child of the ocean sea 
Where time begins with you and me

You took us from a broken home 
We were the children that you chose 
Your arms were wide open like 
the peddles of a rose

You are the child so sweet and pure 
You are the child of yesteryear 
You are the child of the ocean sea 
Where time begins with you and me

Your our mother and there can be no other 
Ask my sisters, ask my brothers 
In this time, we will all miss you 
Your our Rosemother
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AzFACT

iT iS WHAT iT iS

It’s a quick shot through wall, it’s prescription strength problem yet to be 
solved.  It’s high chemical tolerance and lowered real life resolve.  It’s spin-
ning cylinder with slug for one and all.  It’s game of Russian Roulette with 
a full clip to up the odds.  It’s pearls thrown to the hogs, it’s raw meat to 
the dogs.  It’s a 24 hour last call.  It’s overt campaign and covert assault.  It’s 
spray paint on stalls, junkies nodding off in the hall.  It’s America’s choice 
city with no choice for the lower class at all.  It’s a few steps ahead but 
equality at a crawl.  It’s taxation with representation but still illegal on the 
other side of the wall.  It’s a game of new shirts and games of 8 ball.  It’s love 
for some, it’s drugs for all.  It’s the homeless flying signs to get dollars from 
cars tracks and scars.  It’s dispensaries and bars.  It’s distilleries and laws.  
It’s search warrants without a cause.  It’s pyramids and stars.  It’s masks 
and wrongs.  It’s black and white it’s clear above all.  It’s straight time with 
75 percent clause.  It’s early release,  It’s prison and MRD’s.  It’s tents and 
MRE’s.  It’s tickets and muni warrants for just trying sleep.  It’s dirt under 
the rug so normal people can even breathe.  It’s immigrants forced to leave.  
It’s jobs no one wants but them and us with felonies.  It’s convictions for a 
problem more like a disease.  It’s hurt dressed like help, it’s hits below the 
belt.  It’s a country built on freedom that contradicts itself.  It’s f*ck ’em all 
and let ‘em fall.  It’s survival, it’s go for self.  It’s happened before.  It’s tides 
when they reverse, gone for now then back again.  It’s hard times and it’s 
lapses back to sin.  It’s cycle it’s life.  It’s the days we livin’ in.  It is what it’s 
been because it is what it is.
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Mario

A BiT ABOUT ME

This poem I’m writing, called a bit about me.  
Hopefully you’ll open your eyes and then see.   
Some call me crazy, I’m lyrically insane.   
Check out this rhyme as it flows through my brain.   
Some call me stupid, some say I’m slow.   
My good brother Frankie calls me Captain Save a Ho.   
I love all the women, protect all the girls.   
It’s just in my nature, to me they’re sweet pearls.   
I kick it with women and very few dudes.   
I can’t stand fake men with b***h-made attitudes.  
This poem I’m writing is real from the start.  
I’m kind and I’m gentle and I have a gold heart.   
Don’t get me wrong, I can throw hands.   
I never hit a woman cuz I’m a real man.   
I’m a loud talker, I write poems too.   
I’ll lift you up when you’re down and blue.   
I’m a good person to have on your side.   
If I call you friend, I’ll happily ride.   
I walk down my streets in the middle of the night.   
I’ll always stand up for what I think is right.   
I like writing poems, I love writing rhymes.   
I’ll  be there for the homies through the good and bad times.   
So here is my poem, a bit about me.  
I hope that you like it and see the real me.  
The real me can you see?
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Johnny Angel

TWO PEAS iN A POD

 Once upon a time, there was this man and woman who lived 
together and were having difficulty with their lives. They both knew that 
they were missing something in their lives and often talked but never did 
anything about it. So they both ended up in Larimer County Jail. They 
hadn’t planned this so they were both indignant waiting to go to court. So 
the only way of communication was through mail – 2 letters a week. So 
while they were in they were reading books, going to Bible study prayer 
groups, anything to fill that emptiness. So meanwhile, since they could not 
talk or visit each other, they would pray and listen to the headset, they were 
asking questions, and each letter they wrote answered the other one’s ques-
tion. It was like communicating through the Holy Spirit. It was awesome. 
They found that missing part that made them whole. Sometimes, it takes a 
trip to the LCDC to get put in check where we have alone time, real time to 
think. It seems harsh but really it is a good place to think about what direc-
tion you need to go. We need to praise and worship God at all times, not 
only when we are in a rut. Just shine like Jesus did!! Dear Father, thank you 
for creating me and gifting me in my own unique way. Help me to serve 
you and others faithfully, and to appreciate those you have sent to help me. 
Praise God.

Jasper

UNTiTLED

I open my eyes to another world as I sit in an empty room full of dreams. 
If you build it, he will come. I fall back into faith and I see the light as the 
darkness slips away. I’ve made it home, Heaven. 
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Real Deal Gil

PATCHWORK QUiLT

The ragged quilt on the bed...
patchwork 

stitched squares of fortitude, 
up by the head 

of the bed.

The regret stitched, 
that day’s, work of time?

Deep sleep ebb and tides 
seams of contentment...

Hearts stitched laughter and smile 
with a tear and bruised knees, 

all in a pile 
prayers...

Yesterday’s gone 
yesterday’s dead...

placed with that quilt, 
placed on the bed.

Lynsie ©

UNTiTLED

A smile filled with tears 
Laughter by hums of pain 
Broken pieces puzzled into a heart 
All is perfect – when all is wrong 
A future of happiness built on a lifetime of hurt.
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vENT

AzFACT

No matter how the odds are stacked my homey, I'm here. Noticed some 
wrecks on the horizon. I steered clear. I look at friendships just like a 
rearview mirror. No, we ain't as close as we actually appear. Family and 
enemies is all I keep near. Blood gets blinded by love rivals most times 
guided by fear. Learned the hard way from being overprotective. Failed to 
see the truth in the matter by my emotions it was deflected, surprised and 
alone came from feeling falsely protected. Man in spite of four letter words 
and brain chemicals it's smart to stay objective. Still I wear my heart on my 
sleeve man I don't fear the shots. Been a target my whole life whether it was 
fair or not. F**k it and forget it, let ‘em all criticize, they critique without 
knowledge my design one-of-a-kind still on my Ps and Qs so what's a you 
have to do with I. Forgive me if I'm feeling myself. But from the bottom 
looking up was that position I held. Got myself something to show besides 
another notch on my belt. Still got them burn scars from my walk through 
hell. I wouldn't wish that on my enemies all the sh*t I felt, one love to 
anyone feeling this I know you feel it cuz you felt yourself. Had my turn at 
every spot on life's table only learned to never get comfy, ain't s**t stable. I 
guess when those winds shift and all of your mens dip. How many likes on 
that mugshot will come from your friends list. A comment share and a well 
wish. If you don't get that and check your priorities. Them snakes run with 
rats, wildlife seem to be the majority. With most the real beast gone, how 
could you trust what's left. When strays cross your path adjust your steps. 
Because if you tripped forward it's the same sh*t as if you fell back. Game 
is only acquired no rap album can sell that. A mixed tape and a co-sign 
doesn't equal credibility. When the measure is out of reach and measure 
attainability. Discouragement and a lack of mental agility can overtake 
optimism and eventually kill your dream. 
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Angel.Fallen

A & J

Beautiful violet eyes  
Big brother’s cobalt blue  
Funny how some days I swear I hear your cries,  
But nowhere can I find you

My daughter, you’re growing up so fast.  
My choices have kept us apart,  
Soon, we’ll have a relationship to last,  
Life without you is breaking my heart.

My son, your eyes have seen too much,  
Your ears have hear much worse  
I regret letting you witness such,  
Trying to force my marriage to work
 But no more of that,  
Thank God it’s all over now  
God’s healing Mommy & that’s a fact,  
So kick back you two, while Mommy makes you proud!

RFK

LOSS OF LOvE

Laughter with a smile, expressing pure love...
A perfect little package, a gift from above...
The love of my life, I wish I was there...
I’d hug him & kiss him, show him I care...
I want him to know, he means the world to me...
It’s impossible to do so, when it’s him I can’t see...
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Marissa M.

UNTiTLED

My favorite place is,  
Sitting there cuddling, with you, only you 
Why ‘cause your warm loving touch  
Let’ s me know I’m not invisible, 
I’m loved.

UNTiTLED

Michael and Odelia

As the smoke fills the air,
I see a blend of different colors.
Pink, maroon, red, yellow and green flush together,
And cause a cloud looking formation
So fluffy yet so settle,
Beautiful but crazy,
When day would like to meet night
And you watch the sunset
And sunrise.
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Daniel M

TO A.H.

Sometimes I remember my mother’s bright smile that showed me the path 
through this dark world. But as her smile slowly dissipated I was left alone 
to smile twice as hard, and run down the path that I deemed fit. Have you 
ever noticed me cracking a joke one too many times in class?  Well I do 
this because my smile no longer shows me the way, and I end up running 
blinding down paths that lead nowhere. And your smile from that joke is 
the only light I have. Ever since you came into my life, I cannot only see the 
path, but also see the right one. Stuck like a headlight and navigation. But 
I don’t know what I should give to you, because I know I’m useless to you. 
I’m at a steep low like a sunken ship. But you are the life vest keeping me 
afloat in this vast ocean of my problems. Eating a bullet no longer stays in 
my mind because with you I stay distracted from my problems. And you 
will make me strong and I will never sink in my problems again, instead I 
will fix them. And face them like a man. A man that I am soon to become. 
But the question I have is will you be there if I sink again? Will you sink 
with me? I want you to rise; don’t let me drag you down. Leave me to sink 
like the others did, I have to set this as an expectation because the others 
were the icebergs that sunk me. My heart heavy from breaking so much it 
is now made of paper mache, so if you break it, there wasn’t much to break 
and the rebuild isn’t as hard. And next time I will make it out of dry leaves. 
I know I am not worth that much, but you put my worth to diamonds and 
that’s why I love you.
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Clarissa T. 

EvERYTHiNG iS OK

Breathe. You’re going to be okay. Breathe, and remember that you’ve been 
in a place like this before. You’ve been this uncomfortable and anxious and 
scared and you survived it. Breathe and know you can survive this too. 
These feelings can’t break you. They’re painful and deliberating but, you 
can sit, with them eventually they will go away. Maybe not immediately but 
sometime soon they are going to fade away and when they do you’ll look 
back, back on that moment and laugh for doubting yourself. I know it feels 
unbearable right now, but keep breathing again and again. This will pass. I 
promise it will pass.

Daniel

MY GiFT TO YOU

Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year
To all my loved ones
And those I hold dear 
Through time and space
And everything between
My love I send 
Cause I can’t be seen 
I miss you all 
Every moment of the day
And I love you too
In every way 
Even in distance
We are not apart 

Yet always together 
If only in heart
Health and happiness 
I hope you find
These gifts are better
Then all combined 
Pray for me 
As I do for you
Never lose faith 
We will make it through 
In time we will
Once again be together
So goodbye for now 
But never forever 
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Jasper

SHEDDiNG TEARS

Do not be silent at my tears, for I am a stranger with you, but can’t you see 
there’s nothing else I’d rather do than to lay my head next to you... Unto 
you I lift my eyes that you may preserve discretion and your lips my keep 
knowledge for your lips drip honey. Her mouth is smoother than oil and 
as sharp as a two-edged sword, so now give ear to the words of my mouth. 
Therefore I will not fear that I may regain strength, before I go away and 
am no more than I spoke with my tongue with these times of sorrow. I 
wish to you the sunshine of tomorrow, to hope you find your way back into 
my loving arms, that you shall not find a greater love than mine.

Aaron M.

UNTiTLED

Why feel so alone? 
I have always been there. 
Through the struggles, 
Through the pain, 
Through the tears. 
With the help of many, 
All things will come to pass. 
Knowing this hurt is only temporary, 
This too shall pass. 
Everyone is watching, everyone hears, 
All the things said in secret 
Will be shouted in the streets. 
All hidden agenda will be made known. 
Why is this happening? 
What did I do? 
Why do I keep feeling this way, why do 
I keep playing the same old games? 
All I want is peace, 
Only one will give it 
In the time that is appropriate. 
All I want.
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Kept my eyes on the future, spent too much time lookin’ back.  Spent so 
much time pullin’ this weight, now I’m pushin’ the stack.  These heavy-
weights we ain’t new, been had the world on my shoulders.  My plate’s been 
full grow up tossin’ those boulders.  Stood out on my own, not in the same 
league as them.  Custom fitted my style, I’m better not fitting in.  I’m so 
good with adversity, at first it was hard now I prefer the world versus me.  
Them flames growing, I’m good I prefer the heat.  Been on that stone sh*t 
solid on the cold streets.  From the cradle to the grave from that corroded 
path, now it’s straight. They used to roll them eyes, now they mostly just 
wave. Stayed in the rain and learned patience. Winds brought change, 
pain into transformation. Don’t miss those sleepless nights, soul gone, eyes 
vacant. I took some time, who I am got redefined, found direction reading 
signs. I could either fall back a victim to time or extend my life with these 
lines. I find if I’m next please believe me I won’t make it easy I send these 
words to God may these demons forever be free. I share every part of who 
I am. Always was quick on my own two feet, always first. With a plan until 
that all fell through, foundations built on sand. Resolve conditioned, nah, 
I never ran. All those who have trusted me, I understand. So the same sh*t 
that makes it easy for me to make hell explainable makes healthy relation-
ships with others unobtainable. Had a hunger for destruction that wasn’t 
satiable. Yeah, I erase whatever got on plate. Those across table could never 
read my face. Either he’s bluffing or he’s just dumb. It was neither of those, I 
had just become numb. A tolerance to the cold I could never really explain. 
And when my heart thawed, it just moved that ice into my veins. So that 
with the psychosis the chemicals engendered. Somehow the fire I ingested 
turned pages to flames. I love whoever is with me, bare a little longer. I’m 
trying to make my impression felt like Moses on Mount Zion. Trying to 
light the way for anyone standing beside him chasing the dark. Barehanded 
trying to catch lightning.

AzFACT

BAREHANDED
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Lynsie ©

UNTiTLED

A smile that crumbles my brick wall 
Eyes glistening above my darkness 
Protection from your shield of arms 
Fingers harassing my heart I climb up your mountain of words 
A gentle touch fierce on my bulletproof skin 
Passion melting the glacier of my heart 
Your match ignites the kindling of my desires 
My wounds are stitched by your love.

Lynsie ©

UNTiTLED

Horns spiraling into golden locks 
Some steaming from your scalp into a halo 
Your venom disintegrates me into a new life 
Hands that mold my shattered pot 
Pieced back together into a mosaic 
Words that have stung me with wisdom 
Your hate binds my love for you!

Lynsie ©

UNTiTLED

Completely unprepared to deal with regret 
Facing a new crisis of reality 
Floating tenuously on a cold terror 
The problem is far from over 
I was struck by fine lines that separate love and hate 
We look at one another for the first time and 
Sometimes for the last 
The choices we all make for ourselves are our reflection.
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Flawless Beauty

i AM, i WANT, i LOvE

I am wicked in the night. 
I am submissive to his touch. 
I am off beat with the beat of my feet. 
I am clouded in my head. 
I am the pain I made.
I am afraid people notice I need you so much. 
I am my own light in this darkness. 
I am in love with the man of my dreams. 
I want to crumble in your arms. 
I want to feel your touch against my skin.   
I want to feel your kiss, the kiss is what I miss.
I want you to know how important you are to me. 
I want you to know how wonderful you are. 
I want to tell you that you turn my life upside down. 
I want to show him how much I love him. 
I want him to know that he is my king. 
I love the way he says my name.
I love how he makes me smile, when I want to frown. 
I love you for wanting me and needing me by your side. 
I love you for the emotions I never knew I had. 
I love you for helping me find my inner self. 
I love that I can be myself around you. 
I love you for the way you are and for how you make me feel.  But most of 
all I love you cuz I know you’re mine for real.
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DPG

REFLECTiON

Staring at my reflection I can see...
What I never... set out to be...
A complete stranger lookin back at me...
Someone who lost touch with reality...
thinkin this incarcerated life a normality...
To blind to see... all my kids want is... daddy...
to stick around... and never go away...
when they get older... how will I explain...
I gave them up... for life in the game...
never meant to cause so much pain...
I try to justify just to hide the shame...
Put it with the guilt... its one and the same...
now I understand... Why they forgot my name...
I can turn this all around... before the day I’m put in  the ground...
One day they will see... the reflection of the man... I was meant to be!!

Freto

WRiTE ME

I wait for someone to write me
but nobody ever does 
I know I did it to myself 
because of the monster that I was.
Consumed by my addictions
I walked the path of an Evil man.
With no hope of ever changing 
self-destruction became my plan. 
I stopped getting high for fun
when I was a just a teen.
I couldn’t find another way
to escape from what I’ve seen.

So I let the drugs take over
I hurt everyone I loved
and everybody that loved me
eventually they gave up.
I know I’ve made mistakes and
have disappointed those who cared.
But now I need someone the most
and nobody’s ever there.
Sometimes it’s hard to sleep.
Sometimes I just feel so alone.
I wish someone would write me
But this jails my only home. 
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Chauncey B.

BiPOLAR LOvE

If you really knew me you would know  
If you really knew me you would know 
If you really knew me you would know 
 If you really know me you’d know
 I will give me all of me 
 If I gave my heart to you  
 You would become a part of me  
 You would see a part of me
  That the rest of the world hardly sees.
Compassion, love, a man committed to generosity  
And Honestly I’ll make is so this is where you’ll wanna be 
But: If you feel you need to leave then baby love  
please just leave there are many fish in this sea 
I just happen to be a shark
 5 to 1 I love the odds               
 5 to 1 is on my side
Even with Stevie Wonder vision, a new chick is never hard to find
 To cry for you is a waste of time  
 It’ll be easy to get you out of my mind
But: You are one of a kind, fine, dime  
warm glass of wine, I’m glad I made you mind, think 
about you all the time. Only one that’s on my mind 
To be without you is a crime you’re my lemon I’m your 
lime you got my back you are my spine the ying to  
my yang. You are the queen to my king. I’m so glad you j
oined my team. You’d need never worry about anything.               
 But If I am not the one for you
 I am have to let you go. 
 If it’s true how the saying goes 
 In my absence it should of made the heart grow
I’m moving on at a fast pace according to the dash board
 Wondering why I’m acting this way                
 Lets just say you ask for it               
 Cant get a tear from me               
 even if you ask for it               
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BiPOLAR LOvE (CONT'D)

 See loyalty is everything to me
I would give my last for it
 We really shouldn’t drag this out               
 So Imma hit that fast forward
But: I can’t imagine life without you
 There are many things I like about you.               
 This list would go on for ages so I can only name a few
Don’t call me weird but I like the way that you walk
 the style of your hair
  the way that you talk 
 or should I say the way that you speak
  Makes my legs weak
 voice soft like poison I can hear my heart skip a beat.  
 If given a chance I would listen for weeks
  The way that you smile your pretty a** teeth
 the look in your eyes the subtle glances at me. 
 The brain that you have the heart you possess
  All that combined makes you one of the best
But: If we break up you’ll be one of the best
 losing you will cause no stress               
 you think I’m cry just because I lost you
Every time I lose one I bounce back with two  
You think I got you somebody got  
laid off
 I’m a pimp that keep pimping till pimping
   get played out
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B Knight

RiDiNG iNTO A STORM

Riding into a storm
Tasting the weather with 
water needles on my skin
Can’t stop or I drop
All strength forward to get through
…A rainbow I’m in
 And riding through
 The colors on both side
 90 mile per hour
 And still there
Riding out the storm…want it 

B Knight

UNTiTLED

Today is there a hero in 
Where pain pierces the bleedin skin
What cure can be when cost a see
Helping unconditionally

I gave hope, a hope to a broke soul
... to aid the open sore
Why, I was asked, why
Don’t give up, just try
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Chespy

REAL

When I tell you that “I love you”
Pay attention to what you’ve just heard,
Because when I say “I love you,” it isn’t only words.
These words are spoken lovingly, spoken from the heart.
Don’t take these words for granted, or the love will fall apart.
Because when I say “I love you”  
it’s something you must feel...  
and when I say “I love you,” those words
From me are “real.”

Do you give more chances than 
you take 
Or give just the same?
Maybe you give more and take less
Despite all the fakeness.
Indeed haven’t we all been fooled 
and deceived?
Yet still
Some stick around because they 
choose
And again 
Lose to deceit.
A reason I stuck around and 
sooner believed
If ever the tables were turned
I’d wish They’d do this for me

Because I understand.
No one is perfect. 
But if they knowingly 
Step on your loyalty
They don’t deserve another chance.
Admittedly 
There’s a few I’ve made that I can 
think of.
But if it’s more wrongs than right
Than that’s the difference between us.
There was a line drawn that you 
crossed.
Where I succeeded to give this my all,
You failed.
See I forgive mistakes
But I don’t forgive betrayal.  

June

LAST STRAW
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Aaron M.

UNTiTLED

What are you doing right now in your life?
How is it you always get to this point?
This has been done before,
All this has been said.
What do you want from me?
Why me?
I am nobody.
This is what it is coming to.
Which side do you choose?
Us vs. Them.
If you are not for me you are against me.
If they are not against me they are for me.
When it comes to life…
It’s the choices, no matter how small, that
Add up to mold and create the person making them.

You are You are You are You are You are
You are You are You are You are You are
You are You are You are You are You are
I AM I AM I AM

Marissa M

UNTiTLED

They will never take away, 
Me from you, you from me, we 
Shall be a stick, a glue and  
Paper meant to be, you are me
I’m your laces, you’re my shoes, we’re
Meant to be. I love you, you love me.
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Hasty

DRAW

When it comes to words – don’t manage. 
I remember that word for brain damage.
That one word for us – united.
Gone from my vocab – inscribed dead.
Like a wheel my head makes – word play.
Vanna White n’ red red wine – remind may.
Like mindedness makes me seek what you say.
Birds chirp when light shines – still fade.
They doin’ subtleties to avoid pray.

An avalanche of thoughts equal zero.
With no punch line across enemies  hero.
Heavy pun intended, abbreviation.
Thoughts slurred with a lisp, inebriation.

Now I sit locked up – f**k.
I should of, could of, would of.
Don’t regret a word of curse.
Forsaken time, nothing pulse.
Syllables ring fragments into my head.
What’s a word short for instead?
Titanic, has it really been 20?
Looking back it’s still a bit fuzzy.
Lines yes I was right on the money.
Rhymes I bet equal as many.
Words centrifugal forma plot.
Qualified superlative, all for not.

For a better word, lack thereof.
Freedom of speech, white like a dove.
Still on the beach, red like the sand.
From Hell an angel rises to Heaven.
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The Disciple

UNTiTLED

Writing these words
As I try to live them as verbs
Taking what I’ve heard him say
While I read from the pages
And use it to break these chains
And rattle these cages
Giving the enemy an enema 
Cuz he’s full of it
Lonely down in his pit of despair
Cuz he allowed his pride to get careless
So he tried to hide the fact
That Christ came to spare us
The devil’s straight scared now
Cuz Jesus came down
Carried our cross out of town
They nailed Him up
And laid Him back down
But three days later He couldn’t be found
Had been raised up, giving the devil the ultimate
Beat down
He paid the price we couldn’t afford
Exactly the thing a Lord
Would do for His people
So I’m tryin’ to live straight now
Not just Sundays when I’m under the steeple
So go ahead and call me a hater
But I’ma serve Him like a waiter
And hit you with my prayers
Cuz I’ma be who I haven’t been
Since I’m forgiven by my savior
Who was Heaven sent
Starting now and not later
Cuz I can’t even begin to repay the debt He has paid
Except to place my life in His hand
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Into the man that He needs
To willingly and humbly go where He leads
Living according to His plan
No longer standing alone
But kneeling and feeling His love
Fill me from the floor to the ceiling
Healing me inside and out
Removing the doubt
Placed by the one
Who tried to steal the glory
By knowing his place
Beneath the one who wrote the true story
By merely speaking the truth
Revealing that
The meek shall inherit the earth
So go ahead and show em what Christ
Says you’re worth
Sing songs and give praises
In your dedication to He who raises
His love radiating upon your face
As you go throughout the nations
Spreading the word of His mercy and grace
Do this please daily
During and after you leave this place
If you heed what you’ve heard
You’ll be raptured
No trace
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Will-DA-Beast

LOvE AND HATE RELATiONSHiPS

Love is like the air that you breathe
And the water that you drink.
We all need love in our lives
To feel whole, so our relationships don’t sink.
But hate is like bile and poison
Entering your brain.
You can’t think straight
And it leaves your relationships strained.

Will-DA-Beast

WHAT DO i DESiRE?

Ask yourself, what do I desire?
I myself desire time with friends and family
Loyalty and respect
Energy and love
Nature and life lessons
My newfound love is what surrounds us
A fresh breeze
Wild plants thriving
Rivers flowing
The sun, the moon, and the stars
To me, the best things in life are free
And life is all about new experiences
So try it and really ask yourself
What do you desire?
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Johnny Angel 

BABY GiRL

You’re the love of my life, and I want to love you the way that you need. 
The way it was meant to be. You fill that part of me that makes me crazy for 
your sweet love. The kind of love you feel when we can only hear the beat-
ing of our hearts pounding together, creating a sweet sound of our love for 
each other. You’re my love, you are my life, and very soon you will be my 
beautiful wife. And I will love you for the rest of my life. 

Johnny Angel 

UNTiTLED

It’s a beautiful day
when I think of you.
Even when I’m blue
all I have to do is
think of you. It’s a
feeling so sweet and
you make my heart
skip a beat. Every time
we meet is a special
treat. You are hard
to beat. Wow I just
realized this poem is sweet.
I love you.
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Christopher Robin

FOREvER YOU'’LL SEE

Forever you’ll see Jesus Christ in your heart
Darkness makes you a target and comes like a dart

Forever you’ll see when you shine in that light
That darkness will come provoking a fight

As you misunderstand the power it holds
You’re entering a battle wearing blindfolds

Forever you’ll see when your faith has grown strong
That the darkness you’ve seen has forever been wrong.

Christopher Robin

MENTAL TELEPATHY

Is it this or is it that?
Is it him or is it her?
Is it me or is it you?

How many times do you have to question the confusion you’ve produced? 
Can you tell what’s true and what’s not? Did you cause the confusion 
yourself? Was it him? What about her? How many times does it happen 
before you go insane? Can you stop before it’s too late? How much do you 
handle before you put your foot down? Before you fall into dementia and 
forget who you are? Who are you? Who do you ask? Do they confirm your 
confusion? Or will they tell you you’re dead? Does it take your whole life to 
figure it out? Tell me your apprehension, the world will never know. Even 
you may never know.
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3.17.06

K. Johann

~My son’s Birthday~ Came & went like nothing.
Have I really detached myself?  I really don’t know. I don’t feel as though I 
thought of him much, not like other mothers ~ Maybe it’s still something 
hidden, locked away deep.  I wish I knew. Sometimes I feel that maybe, just 
maybe, it’s a part of me I need to let go, then again maybe it’s just some-
thing I can’t or won’t face. Who knows? Will I ever really know? Parts of 
me say he’s ok. He has his family. Then parts of me know he needs and 
wants me or wait, do I need him?...My son…Scared I am to face this real-
ity…my reality.  I love you.  Happy Birthday.

<3 Mom’s coming home.

BOBBY

K. Johann

Bobby,
Receiving this letter you glanced at the name and your heart skips and 
pitter patters. You haven’t even read it but who it’s from is what matters. 
How do you put on paper what your soul wants to tell someone else’s 
heart? Immensely vulnerable. Where to do you begin, where do you 
start? A smile plasters all over your face and a tear rests in the corner of 
your eye. It’s from the love of your life, it’s me love, yeah that one.  That 
tear that was caught now falls from your beautiful face, so let me take 
the time to put you in your place. I’ve put you on a pedestal and bragged 
about you to my friends, but where you really belong is right beside me 
and that’s where you’ll be in the end.  Through all this shi* and all this 
loss, it’s ride or die till death to us part. I may not sometimes know what 
to say or even what to do, but guarantee more than one tear falls when I 
say that I will always love you.
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i'’M HER

Sky

I’m the girl.
The loud,
The exuberantly irritating.
I’m the girl,
The singer,
The writer,
The drama-causing.

I’m the girl.
The selfish,
The know -it-all,
The cry baby.
I’m the girl,
The anxious,
The traumatized,
The scared.

I’m the girl.
The thief,
The cutter,
The liar.

I’m the girl,
The ridiculous,
The insane,
The questioned.

I’m the girl.
The misunderstood,
The lonely,
The one with nobody left.
I’m the girl,
The dark-humored,
The laugh-about-death,
The downright wrong.

I’m the girl.
I’m all this put in one.
You can think all this
When you think of me
And just say “Her” --

I am her.

B Knight

STARTED A WALK

I started a walk when the sun came up
Up the hill and mountain roads
Threw the trees I’ve never seen
To the top of unknown waves
The Road’s that whind and clouds blew by
The sun went down and I started to rest
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HER

Sky

Sometimes I look in the mirror and think,
Wow, this is what people see.

A baby-faced girl
Acting even younger than her face makes her look.

Short hair covering her eyes
Like the way she covers her true self.

Blonde, but ironically, of course,
Since she’s such a smart a** all the time,

Making stereotypes vanish into something worse.

Seemingly chubby
Until she pulls her shirt up

Yet still insecure about weight.

Eyes of blue but dark
Just like herself, of course.
Innocent on the outside

But dark humored and deep
On the inside.

The things people miss when they look at her,
And all the things that contradict when it comes to her,

Blonde but too smart for her own good.

Insecure but confident
Innocent but dark

Loud and wild
Somehow calm.

It’s insane but that’s
Skylynn.
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UNTiTLED

Dyllan B.

Dyllan is my name,
with my curiosity and perishing desires,
I wish to know which way my world should end,
ice or fire?
I guess warmth would prepare me for the depth
of hell, but to perish twice, to numb me
from my pain,  I believe,
ICE would be the way.

Marissa M.

UNTiTLED

Things I really want to do
In my life is go and finish
School, Have a Family, Have a Friend
From now till we sit in our
Death bed laying next to each other,
Not any friend, a friend who
Cares, loves, and sees me.
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CRUCiAL COMMENTARY

AzFACT

The world's economy's in collapse. Profiling and discrimination’s a solid 
fact. The lives lost aren’t only black. It’s economic not skin color trust me 
it’s deeper than that. A consumer nation and a island made of trash.  
Hollywood has some flash but no substance outside of that. These dudes 
talkin’ substance in they rap talkin’ ‘bout they got it, so where’s it at. Run-
nin’ the streets back and forth like ping pong table that life’s a trap. Until 
they get slumped on they back and them paddles won’t bring ‘em back. 
Electric cars to get the bottom of our Jordan’s scaled back. The atmosphere 
filled with gas we need more than that. The oval office hacked for a hack 
with a plan for a wall to hold us back. Man that’s a sabutex to a lapse. Some 
makeup over tracks. Evaluation in a snape is basically to adapt. Either 
environmental or criminal organic or manmade chemicals. Food or drugs, 
administration is minimal. Get results and get ‘em fast. Whether it’s pink 
slime or yellow glass it enters our bodies as filament, it’s all trash. If it’s 
all so easy then why the f**k y’all complainin’. If intelligence is common 
then sense must be a vagrant. It wanders around trying to find a place-
ment it needs a place furnished most spots between the ears are dormant 
and vacant. They hunger for knowledge but won’t find it themselves. They 
thirst of power and that overrides everything else. Controversy and  death 
ring every new year. Well we struggle for guidance as the shots ring clear 
sirens grow near. And the youth so detached never do they ask what the 
f**k am I doing here? Where’s all the leadership, idols are preachin’ bricks 
and claimin’ to free a clip not me I plead the fifth between the media and 
what’s real exists no kind of medium. Only want gratification if it’s immedi-
ate. How can you cut to the point without the words preceding it. And the 
writing’s on the wall whether or not you can read the sh*t. It’s all about go 
down and it’ll come up in flames. So let’s set off the torch to those Olympic 
level mind games. In these days if it’s on the surface it’s accepted the sub-
stance at further depths goes unused and neglected. The polished outside 
is prized because it’s easier to get it it’s crying shame broke down in the fast 
lane. From a vibrant dimension transplants mark a unfinished enigma. The 
worlds an contradiction so I don’t stay attached to the stigma.
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UNTiTLED

Beautiful Outlaw

These hands can heal so many
These hands have felt much pain
Wiped tears of inner released pain
Held those who were turned away
These hands are my hands that have loved
These hands belong to me
Yet these hands have never known what the touch of true love is…
Unless it comes from me!
Yet these hands love still, unselfishly!

UNTiTLED

Beautiful Outlaw

I think of her everyday
how life was one bright
The daily battles she would be
right there to wrong or right
So much darkness now consumes and lives in me
A distant memory of the one who never disowned me
Only small glitches of her remain, 
like I’m trying to remain sane
until I think of her.
Taken from those who love and needed her so much more
we weren’t finished yet…
There was so much more to experience
due to the love she always gave.
Until we meet again
I’ll give in return the love you gave me
from what only resided in me true brokenness and darkness!
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UNTiTLED

Beautiful Outlaw

See life as your playground
Your own design
Have an open heart to love
When others show none
Fall for nothing
Or you’ll fall for everything…
Live like you must
Be slow to trust
Always remember…without a path
Of a life desired
Life will shortly retire.

UNTiTLED

Beautiful Outlaw

Another chance at life
Do I choose to put my strength
In me or those I’ve always chose?
Do I pick a piece and mold it 
To toughen me
Or use it to uplift those who
Depend on me?
Choose the one for self seems 
As I’m selfish—this I do not
Know…
F*ck the same old path of being

Selfless
And fighting for me as those
I’ve loved have destroyed the path
I supported…
Always leaves me broken
And mentally and emotionally, 
Even still
To love whole heartedly…even 
you…
Now departed…even now.
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MASKS

Carl C.

That in their hearts it didn't matter the color of their skins or what color 
they were after. What really matters is they were happy no matter what 
masks they were wearing . Comedy! Tragedy! Or even a twacker! 

NUGGET

Carl C.

Okay here I go again tumbling down this rocky road all wet and slip-
pery from head to toe washing here and washing there! Oh! No! I’ve been 
caught in a snare, oh my, who is this strange creature with such a stare? He 
looks so happy while waving me in the air. Is he trying to tell me his name 
is Rich? Oh my I wish he would put me back in the ditch! 

UNTiTLED

Daemon King

I live in a world of shadows looking for a new life that will allow me to bask 
in the light.  To experience what it is to be wanted, appreciated, to no lon-
ger be told by my own family I was a mistake, that I’m not wanted and have 
never been.  That I will always be alone that I don’t deserve more.  How 
do I leave a life so dark and cold to a life of light and warmth when all I’ve 
known is the cold touch of darkness.  I continue to step from the darkness 
to the light only to take a few steps and be thrown back into the darkness 
by beings who believe they are of light when I, being of darkness, can see 
are my own kind.  Only when I look at myself I see a longing for a better 
life with a glint of fear.  And I will one day succeed in leavin’ that world 
behind.
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HER LOvE SPUN ME OUT

Gabby S.

As if I was dipped in the earth’s sweet honey
And I swore for a moment I was free
From the responsibility of gravity
She was flashes of fire looking at my suddenly weightless heart
Paid no attention to caution tape
As I jumped from the edge of the world
Slowly and gently in her arms
We couldn’t have known as we chased foxes in the midnight glow
That gravity was hiding in the spaces between
Because each time her lips touch mine
I watched the sky greet the earth and I swore I saw God
Smiling back at me through the dimples in her cheeks
Flash floods of fire ain’t for young fools to touch
An old soul asked once, what do you think you’re doing with real love?
I laughed as I declared gravity was on my side
Never realizing I was just another victim of circumstance
Having to redefine happiness the exact moment the rain turned to ice
Because young lovers’ luck it don’t ever come in spades
And that old soul talking and was just another version of me
After wisdom had planted its seed
Walking side by side down the road with my old friend gravity
And as time has taken its turn
And I story has come to its close
I’ll send real love from down the road.
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THE LONGEST DAYS

Dakota

I run through the longest days,
stayed up through the coldest nights
working through the pen my soul 
will take flight 
As I’m fighting through the fears
And I’m breaking through these chains
It’s time for me to make it now I’m taking my change.
My mind keeps racing my heart keeps pacing 
and the beat keeps playing with life moving on.
I’m only looking up whenever I fall 
I’m praying on my knees that it only makes me strong
When the world was on my back and everything went wrong 
I had to pick my head up and started writing song.
Once upon a dream I was living like a king 
it’s not about the green or wearing any rings.
Nobody could see what I wanted to be 
when all I needed was to be set free.
I have to put in work so that I can beat the world 
just using my words I gonna feed the world.
This is the life that god has given me 
yet I dream of living free so vividly 
written out on paper I choose to be real raw and relevant
but the thoughts in my mind are marked off as heaven-sent 
my physical body might be stuck in a cage 
yet my spirit and soul see total freedom on a page 
when I’m kicking it on a porch on a breezy summer night 
all I have to do is look up at the gleaming starry sky 
to let my heart wander off and I feel like I can fly 
persevering through my rhymes and always moving forward 
struggling through this time until I can move the world. 
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UNTiTLED

Garcia

She’s a kind of person who would draw you in, 
She’s the kind of person who is beautiful inside and out.
She’s the kind of person who just takes one look.
She’s the kind of person who will give you her back.
She’s the kind of person who will have your back to the end.
She’s the kind of person who will give your her smile.
She’s the person who will bloom the world.
She’s a person who you will never forget.
She’s a kind of person who will give you a hand for a hand. 
She’s just a person who is beautiful!
She’s my daughter Kat.

ANOTHER DAY ANOTHER DOLLAR

Dakota

Another day, another dollar, another dream to be bought. 
Another way, another vision, another wish to be caught. 
One man’s come up is another man’s downfall. 

But why? 
Because no one understands loyalty, love or respect for another human 
being. If it doesn’t benefit our own selfish beings, then there’s no point in 
being at all. We would rather see another human fall then pick them up 
and push them towards the sky. Not only would you watch them fly but 
you would be right there by their side. That’s loyalty. 
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10,000 LAYERS HiGH

Dakota

Brick walls that were built to confine will not hold down the soul of mine. 
As the clock runs in circles through the traps of time, my only dream is 
with you by my side listening to winds chime though now we are grounded 
I looked through the window pane and still see the big blue sky. Through 
barbed wire tides if we put up a fight I know we can fly. If rain wages war 
it won't be too long before the steel rusts. Our love will last strong as the 
sun if we have gained each other's trust. Every scar that we have earned we 
will never be looking back for we know the reasons why. With our wings 
thrusting up through metal that's worn we will fly away in the deep blue 
sky.

i WAS BORN TO BE ORiGiNAL

Dakota

I was born to be original, made out of 13 bricks stacked 2 feet wide, 6 feet 
tall. There are many cracks and chips from the foundation to the top of the 
very tall formation. It will take a lot more than friction to ever make me 
fall. I am one with the earth as gravity holds me down. I am one with the 
universe as past the stars are my limit and my goal. Working every second 
of this short moment of life bettering the soul. 
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CHANGE

Dakota

I can say that I'm going to change 100,000 times but it's not gonna change 
your mind. My mistakes have been playing second by second on the track 
that was set on rewind. I have no regrets for what I've become, a man who 
knows how to write the line. It can't hold me back I'm letting it go gripping 
onto the future that's mine. I hope you can forgive what I've done. I never 
should have put you through hell. I reminisce on the days when I was your 
son. It has taken that long to forgive myself. I pray every night that you do 
the same. 

EvERY TiME i THiNK OF YOU ii

Dakota

Every time I think of you I know that I have caught my dream although 
one that I don’t deserve. 
I still can’t wait for sleep, even though my body is still my heart has been up 
for weeks awaiting the day that I can say I’m here to stay. Yet knowing that 
I’m too weak, my breath is taken away.
It’s too hard to speak, my love for you is at its peak, even when life is at its 
least I still wonder why you stand by me and I wonder what you see. Most 
likely not the same exciting soul I see in thee. Living each and every mo-
ment as it’s the last that there will ever be. With you and me life is never 
obsolete instead it’s complete. 
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ABM

Ivy

The days are lonely
Especially cuz I’m 
The only one here for
Me.  No mail.  Letters 
To say they care.  No one 
To share my desires.
No one to inspire me to 
Do better.  The hurt is deep
I sit silently and weep
At night with just myself
By my side.  I see the 
Light so close but it’s
Hard to make it matter.  
When so easily I can go 
Back.  To the game where
I hold my head high while being
Alone doesn’t matter. Cuz 
I just have to worry about 
The money I need to gather.
Profit is cheap.  Easier to achieve than 
Having to watch you come into my
Life just to leave.
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THE MORTUARY

I’m staring at the moon. And its light casts a shadow so sinister it’s incom-
parable, dark, and un-relatable with an essence that’s unforgettable. I search 
but cannot find the answer that dwells deep behind this un-seeable pull I 
feel from the shadows that rip me into the night. Every object I cast my gaze 
upon seems much more complex behind the eyes enveloped by this twisted 
and unforeseeable twilight. My corneas fed hollow as the wind pulls every 
ounce of life harbored within the vast but shallow ocean, embodied in each 
teardrop. I cough decay into the ever-expanding atmosphere that seems to 
pulsate in a rhythm that coincides with the vessel that clicks within my chest 
like the hands on a clock. I walk blindly into the darkness that engulfs the soul 
that feels colder than the golden letters that are engraved upon the stone that 
sits upright on the head of my tomb. I breathe in this landscape and pull the 
pestilence beneath the graves of the forgotten souls that rest silently amongst 
this disturbed patch of earth that holds so much death yet springs to life under 
this dark but luminescent moon. I can feel these spirits as they linger across 
the dew that frosts the overgrown foundation as it sways to the choppy yet 
consistent tempo the universe cats upon the world, this vivid and peculiar day 
in the form of an early morning breeze. The night howls in a thunderous roar 
as I start to seek shelter under the decrepit awning that reaches its makeshift 
crooked limbs away from the morgue in a way that resembles the foliage of the 
weeping willows and surrounding trees. I smell a putrid scent as smoke rises 
from the chimney that is pushing out the last living factor of the forgotten 
bodies that were thrown in this mass to be reduced to ash and spread mean-
inglessly amongst the wind to be carried to their final resting place. I turn my 
face toward rustling unkempt shrubbery as I see a pair of demonic bloodshot 
eyes vanish the way a shooting star dissipates aimlessly into the deep dark un-
known atmosphere we call space. I can taste the rain as it begins to fall down 
with fury from the open skies that tower over my aware but detached being 
that continues to drift further away from its conscious mind. My subconscious 
seems to carry me toward the outer banks of this cemetery, but as I float across 
these burials I seek clarity in a weather-worn paper in which I find. I flip 
through all of the pages of this paper in which has no date and I find myself 
lost, staring at the final page that speaks of my own death in the last obituary. 
At this moment I finally grasp onto the fact that this isn’t a dream in which I’m 
buried or live a life in a mortuary. In fact, I am not living at all, for, I am the 
mortuary…
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MOM

Ivy

This I know is true
That I never wanted to lose you.
Distanced between space and time
Coming from behind the shadow 
Of missed places.
Never again to be found
Bound by the undercover pain
Losing you cut so deep
For a long time
I didn’t even budge nor weep
The stain is forever bled
Into the depths of my
Unpleasurable mind
Creating cataracts.  
I am now forever blind.

SCARY

Ivy

His body wrapped around my body
Gripping around me so tight
He told me I was truly naughty
Innocence screaming from within me
Does he not see the pain in my eyes
Or is he too enfolded in his lies
He does not see the actions I so
Desperately despise.
Molded into a picture that I forever carry.
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King Cane

K.

K., Damn girl its crazy how we met. A locked in memory ill never forget! 
To be honest, I didn’t know what to expect, the last thing I expected, is 
what happened next. Middle of a cornfield, crazy hot sex. My mind was 
blown, right form the start. You had all the rights strings to pull on my 
heart like an angel… sent from above. From the very first day, I was falling 
in love. A perfect fit, like some Armani gloves. Meant to be together like 
the ways of a dove. Straight mesmerized, I got lost in your eyes, open like 
a book. I could tell you no lies. Looking back on it now, it ain’t a surprise, 
the last thing that I wanted, was to say our good byes. Without a look, 
without a torch, you gave me a rise, so soft and sweet ill eat you up girl like 
sweet cherry pie and we did it… how many times? In the river in the car, 
on top of your ride we’ll do it all again one day as long as I drive. I’d lost 
my faith in this world, I could barely survive, love is one thing I was always 
deprived, sense you came into my world I’ve never felt more alive and I 
thank you so much, cause it aint to late. I’m back to believing in a thing 
called Fate. As a matter of fact, I aint gonna wait. I know I now can tell you 
that you’re my soul mate. Which is great, you’re a gift from above, count-
ing down the days as I long for your love. You’ve strengthened my spirit 
and set my soul free. Ill climb tallest mountain and ill swim across the sea. 
Just knowing that you’re gonna be there waiting on me. Baby you’re the 
wind beneath my wings. Every time I think of you, my heart begins to sing. 
Which is pretty much all the time. With every word and every sentence 
they mean more, as I rhyme. In everything in everyway you’ve made my 
life better. No matter the road in front of us I endure the weather. There’s 
nothing we cant overcome as long as we’re together. Through god and god 
alone we just have to surrender. You’ve already become such a big part of 
my life. I just can’t wait for the day, that I make you my wife. Like a number 
one hit, I’m the rhyme and you’re the beats. Ill end this on a classic line…. 
Mad love sweets.
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SAvE ME

Ivy

Time goes by too fast
Fast thoughts are pacing 
Through my mind.
My mind rushes of the 
Pain that held inside
All those nights those
Scary fights I’d just
Hold on to my pillow
Tight and pray that
God just might take
Me away.  Make me
An angel for his coming
Day.  Wouldn’t that 
Be a sight.  Not
Having to hold my 
Breath all night while 
I ward off the demons
In my dreams.  What 
Does any of this mean
Anyway.
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Slip
I fall
Into a hole
That feels so good
I’m high
Needle in my veins
My blood slows down
Brain 
Rushes off of pleasure
Paranoid
Of the shot to the head
Red 
As it mixes
Seen
For the next tide
Speeding 
Out of control
Can’t wait to take another ride
Disbelief
On how good this feels
Spinning
Down to hell’s heels

SLiP

Ivy
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FOGGED UP MiRROR

Brando

When I was a young lad – I wasn’t bad, all I had… was a shiny red balloon 
– my one-way ticket to the moon… but it deflated faster than an unwanted 
bastard. What a disaster. Angels started soaring – like tears pouring from 
the greyest skies, so I had to improvise – a new route – scout for what life 
was truly about. It left me screaming for dreams – dreaming of my screams 
– an invasion of my vision – a division of my superstition left me talking 
– kept me walking, to my true mission in life – no crew, kids, or wife – but 
something more – I’m the man to adore – not deplore – just the guy – who 
reached for the sky – trying to fly – but I reached too far – hit by the shoot-
ing star – and shot down. Dropped to a town – where nobody got me – 
depressing and lonely – guess why they call me B. I guess my mighty sling 
– get to close is what I’ll bring – wish I had the real thing – a wing – to get 
me back on the path I need. Tired out all wrath I had – Heaven won’t take 
me – Hell might break me – so I walk alone – looking to get blown away – 
far and my way – to a land where I have a say – my voice will be heard – so 
they understand me well – this time it’ll be clearer – I’m sick of my fogged 
up mirror.

MiSSiN' YOU

Jasper

I love you, son. These words I say to you – I haven’t left you – this is true! 
Don’t worry, Daddy is near, so there’s nothing to fear. This is a love… a love 
for you I’ll never let go. Deep in my heart I pray you grow up slow. As time 
flows, I sit here and reminisce upon the days I truly miss. This promise I 
give to you: I will always love you forever and never to apart on the bottom 
of my heart… to the skies above I put my hands together and pray our love 
lasts forever.

PS
Please, my son, give me one more chance.
When you’re my age don’t sag your pants.
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GOOD MOURNiNG

Brando

Good morning – Mom and Dad. It’s despairing – you comparing me to 
those less daring – sharing of where I was staring – into the abyss – the 
abyss now glaring, into me… Trying to understand this brand your son has 
made for himself. Backup the help, this wild card I was dealt. It won’t ex-
plain the pain that now resides inside this hopeless brain of mine – but I’m 
trying – instead of relying on the stuff that hides all my tears from crying. 
Don’t place blame on others with shame. I made my name and there’s no 
denying that this is my fame, what came from that broken home you de-
stroyed. Brick by brick – kick by kick – y’all left me disowned – unknown 
of who I was supposed to be – gee… Now do you see why I run to what I 
need? It’s the home I know best – can’t beat the rest – my true test of what 
lies ahead – but I’m already dead, inside this head. So don’t wait up for me, 
I’m already six feet down, beneath the ground you taught me to pick myself 
up from – this was what was to come, hum, the sum of my fears, all these 
tears… Don’t cry… Just cheers. Now rain is pouring – without warning. 
It’ll be one good… mourning!

SET ME FREE

Jasper

Staring at my reflection with my paralyzing affliction, provoking like con-
tradiction. My face is flush from weeping, and on my eyelids is the shadow 
of death as I follow the footsteps that illuminate in the dark. O Lord, be 
merciful to me, for my soul trusts in you. I have cried out day and night 
before you let my prayer come before you. Lend you ear to my cry, but see 
now I am free and my prayer is pure. So I do not fear the darkness but only 
loving kindness. So I ask, please do not depart from my eyes, so let your 
eyes look straight ahead. Here’s to me staring at my reflection.
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UNTiTLED

Jason D.

I wanna let go
but can’t find the words.
I wanna hold on
but can’t stand the hurt.
Man, f**k that sh*t, I am the hurt!
Everything you despise and worse.
So just to be clear,
everything I want I’m gonna take,
but make no mistake.
I’m everything you should fear,
I’m that single tear
running down your cheek at night.
A reminder of my pain,
a permanent stain
to your sight.
I am an evil I can’t escape
no matter how hard I try,
no matter how hard I fight.
My mind had been raped-
all I see now… white.
Now I can feel the fear
all around me
and abundantly clear.
It’s not fear just from you
or those I’ve hurt,
so many others too burned in this 
dirt.
I can feel this angry evil growing,
it’s time to be scared,
so much I’m not even showing,
flowing, from everywhere without 
care.
I’ll scream out
to announce my arrival,

a terrifying shout 
damning your survival.
hold on, b***h,
I’m gonna take you for a ride,
open up all the evil inside,
not just in me 
but inside you too-
latched onto all you’ve been through.
All the hurt and pain
and losses you can’t replace.
Your soul is still stained,
left as scars on your face.
Turn off your lights
and run and hide.
I’m evil incarnate
and I’m already inside.
Don’t be scared,
I won’t make this fast.
Maybe you should have cared.
but the time has come and past-
your time
at last.
Close your eyes tight,
don’t look at me now.
Give in, please don’t fight.
I’m screaming aloud!
I can’t do this sh*t no more!
Take off this death shroud,
throw it to the floor.
I’m still evil
and I always will be.
But I am my own evil,
my evil doesn’t own me.
Just wait and see.
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That’s why you’re still alive.
It was my choice alone
for you not to die.
Plus your memories invading my 
brain,
maybe you’re right.
We are kinda the same
so hold on tight,
scream and fight.
Don’t let go until the light.
I’m not gonna let go,
I’ve found my words.
I’m holding on-
I’ve let go of the hurt.

UNTiTLED (CONT’'D)

Sittin in another cell facing 18 tears this is a 
living hell. My sons will be men when I see them 
again, my little girl is heartbroken, said I would
never leave again but I lied I just half ass tried.
They say Dwayne your gonna die if you don’t stop
getting high but the drugs haven’t killed me 
The system took my life! 

UNTiTLED

DPG
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THE PAiN

Seth B.

I’m standing in the mirror screaming bloody Mary. Thinking bout the 
heartache that my conscious wants to burn, I’ve carried myself thus far and 
still retained my sanity. From overindulgence in lust and different forms 
of vanity. The man in me wants to give up. Wants to seek bliss from igno-
rance. Wants to go back to the time when I didn’t know the difference. The 
difference between the dreams. Silenced now but speak tomorrow. The 
difference between your tears. Tears of joy and tears of sorrow. I borrow all 
of my fears to try to feel emotion. In the end I just turn cold. The heart I 
bare is frozen. I’ve chosen to live in dark so all that I see is bright. I’ve chose 
to fall apart to rebuild to a new height. I write without an ego with a head 
that’s never clear. Cause I lose myself in evil whenever it comes near. It may 
appear that I am hopeful. That I live when life dies. Inside I’m just a person 
who laughs when he cries. I’ve tried to live in silence. I’ve tried to be con-
tent. I’ve tried to be religious, but I cannot repent. I’ve spent too much time 
in churches. Too much time in Hell. Too much time’s been wasted. Too 
much time in jail. If I fail because I’m in here I fail to feel remorse. Cause 
I’m the only victim. This system’s the failing source. You can force me in a 
cell. But can’t force me to contain. The pain that this is causing. The pain 
that keeps me sore. This pain is all I feel. This pain’s too hard to hide. This 
pain will be my death. But this pain keeps me alive. I’ve survived this pain 
so far. But it pains me to breathe. I pain to have my freedom. But with pain 
I will succeed. If you read the things I’ve written I guess I’m coming close. 
Til then I’ll keep on spittin’. Til I pain you with my ghost.
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THORNS ON A ROSE

Seth B. 

I can count my blessings all on one hand. I’m tired, I’m bland. I had 
planned to be your hero but got stuck in the sand. I was canned beneath 
the surface, sold with proof of purchase. Thrown inside the furnace and 
burned til I was worthless. I’m nervous. I slouch my head. I worship what’s 
long been dead. The angel wants to get fed, but the demon takes all the 
bread. I had said that if I came here once again it was fate, but the want to 
get to Heaven keeps on pushing the date. So I wait with closed eyes, new 
lows with no highs. With my hands up to the sky, asking this God, why 
even try. I left my pride back on the side of the road. When I dove into the 
ego I’m not trying to show. But it grows and evil fills me from my head to 
my toes. And I stand to fight the feeling but my weakness, it knows. So I 
froze and let the dark engulf the soul that it chose. Because there’s pretty 
parts to evil, like the thorns on a rose.

SPRiNG FLOWER BLOOM

Jose L

Spring Flowers Bloom,
As all the Rest Boom,
Greener than ever when 
Birds fly with all feathers.
It’s the best time of the year 
with all the things that you hear.
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MAMA BEAR

Angelica

“To My Soldier, Eloy” 

I was a baby when you were born 
No that’s no excuse 
I should have left the old life 
But I couldn’t refuse 

You disappeared for days 
Leaving me in a haze 
Not knowing if you were safe 
I was going insane 
When you finally came home 

Oh how I wish I could rewind 
Live this life one more time 
teach you the right way 
Instead of a life that just betrays 
Everything that we should do 
According to God (a good dude) 
I wish I would have raised you 
right 
So you didn’t have to fight 
AN uphill battle, with everything 
against you 

At least that’s how it seems to get 
under your skin 
But Mom and Jon we’ll win 

A necessary change in us 
To gain all of our families trust. 
No more drugs and running around 
Gotta get rid of that old crowd 
You and me fighting to the end 
Me as your Mom and friend 

Now you’re 18 years old.
Time has never flown so fast 
Seems like you were just a baby 
Then I blink and that’s the past 
We can both change our ways 
And let the world stare & amaze 
That this Mom, once your best 
friend, 
Will now continute protect you, 
I’m always your mama Bear. 
I love you son, My Soldier 

Love Always 
- Mamma Bear 
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UNTiTLED

BaBiie G.

These feelings I have emotions so deep
Is it love, is it bliss
My heart is forever yours to keep
Impatiently awaiting that first kiss
So close yet still so far apart
For some reason I feel in my heart
That me and you
Share something so true
You say: “Every time I think about you I feel something I’ve never felt in 
my chest… My heart I guess”
I say: “Love, honor, loyalty, respect. Now baby go ahead and put me to the 
test”
What I feel for you
So strong so new
Daddy its you and its me
My sexie a** MMA fighter
Youre all I truly need
You can trust and believe
Aint nothin tighter
Than this bond between us
A commitment to always trust
Her King, His Queen
A love with eyes not seen
F**k all them ratchet a** hoes
Baby heres something you outta know
Most women spend all their lives looking for
A man like my Knight in Shining Armor. 
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UNTiTLED

Carmelina H.

It was a queer, salty summer…Oddly enough my compatriot did. I fol-
lowed in his quivering wake trying not to let my mind wander too much. 
Doing so always let my nose run and saints be praised we can’t be having 
that can we?! The weather is so cold it would be immediate snotsicles and 
we were close to the gutter of biscuit. Last time I saw her she was shov-
ing greasy pizza in her bra. Knowing the snotsicles made for her favorite 
dessert I wasn’t willing to risk losing a single sanitary nose hair. She’d taken 
enough from me! Knowing the ignorance was at least up to date it was time 
to open her phonebook! A few of my favorite firebugs solve every bit of our 
problems with a single match. Because cool girls don’t look at explosions. 
They turn their head and they walk away.

WHAT iS BANiSHMENT?

Chelsea L.

Banishment is the color
The color of my soul
It’s the fear in my eyes
the anxiety of my heart
It’s the one I truly loved
Banishment is the punishment
in my life
It’s the blonde girl
The girl and the boy who will 
never grow up
Banishment is most people
around me

It’s the cycle of
My “so called” friends, in
it’s my “so called” life,
It’s a piece of me that’s gone
It’s a mother taken away not too long 
ago
taken away too young!
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FAST LiFE = SLOW TiME

Cassie H.

Sitting here in bitter despair 
Wondering how my life got me here
Wishing I could turn back the hands in time
But even then would I of changed my mind?
Where did things go wrong?
I look into my eyes and don’t like what I see
I wonder when I will finally get to meet the real me
All these years I have let the fast life take over
For the first time I actually want a change to start over 
Is it too late?
What is my fate?
I always say I’m going to change and get out of the game
This lifestyle is a gamble
When mouths start to ramble 
These dope feens should be ashamed 
Their so fast to drop names 
I would love to see you get on the stand
And raise your right hand
FOCO’s in denial
F**k it I will take it to trial!
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DADDY

Chelsea L.

Good things I had,
my daddy
Without him I’d be nothing
Good thing my dad is my hero
My idol, my best friend, my rock
my dad’s
he’s many things
he’smy hero,
he’s the man of many things
A father, a husband, and grand father
I wish my dad knew . . . 
I wish he knew how much
I truly love and respect him
My dad I wish he know I loved him
My dad, know I’m sorry
My dad know I’ll always care
Dad, know I’m so sorry
For the pain I caused you
Daddy know I truly mean well
I truly want to change
Daddy, I mean well with getting sober
Daddy it’s my deepest demon
The demon I use to hide from
my other demons
To hide from myself
Daddy just know I love you
Daddy just know I’m truly sorry
Daddy give me one more chance
A chance to be your best friend again
A chance to prove I’m done
A chance I know I don’t deserve
but daddy will you just please . . . 
Just one more chance, please ??
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MOM

Chelsea L.

The phone calls not to come
the voice you can’t hear
the hugs you don’t get 
the pancakes no longer come
In the time of need
The mom you wish 
you could have,
For the advice, for the
The smell of Red Door perfume,
that’s no longer in the air
Death is the beginning
of pain, of guilt,
of regret
It’s the beginning of
Unanswered questions
Of wonderment of the
Person unknown

UNTiTLED

Jasper

I hide in day, but my light shines bright. 
I watch to suit up as the Dark Knight.
Superman thought he could beat me in a fight.
It was shown on screen and now written down-
for all to read. So you tell me – did he bleed?
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HATE

Chelsea L.

If I could kill any word
It’d be hate
Hate is the most evil word
It lives in the dark
Waiting to strike
at the most precise moment
To suck the good and inject 
the bad.
To turn good people evil
To turn good things bad
The light to the dark
The joy to sad
The happiness to angry
Hate stands
For evil

KAiLEE

Lotus tha Klown

She’s the kind of person who will take your
breath away.  So little and so precious, one
smile will make your day.
The day she came into my life, it 
all changed.  Daddy’s little girl, her 
words make my day.  Hearing I love 
you my daddy, so young and smart, a
bond that will never be broken, a 
best friend till the end of time.
And her name is Kailee.
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THE BEGiNNiNG TO THE ENDS

Chelsea L.

it all started when
the first time I stuck the needle in
I took me to a place
the place of not caring the
the place where the abuse was ok
to the place where I could hide
to be able to tolerate the pain
to tolerate the guilt, the
hurt, the self hate,
the place of being what they
wanted.
It all started when I meet him
The man I loved
the way he broke me down
to self hate to self worthiness
then I meet the girl
girl who only used me
to abuse me
the girl I almost gave
my life up for
It all started when.
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i'M A PRiSON CELL

Seth B.

I am that place that you regret. The cell in which you’re kept. That mat in 
which you slept. I’m your prison cell. I am the place they come collect. 
Your last and final bet. Your problems and all your debt. I’m your prison 
cell. I am the deep and darkest depth. The end road that you met. When 
you fight you gotta step. To your prison cell. I am the bottom of the well. 
The dreams that you hear well. The demons that you hear yell. The place 
you never tell. I am your prison cell. I’m the closest thing to hell. The hole 
in which you dwell. That God forbidden smell. I am your prison cell. I am 
the place you face defeat. The door in which they keep. That lack that keeps 
you weak. I am your prison cell. I am the wolf and you’re the sheep. The 
dreams you never seek. Where you hide from when you sleep. I am your 
prison cell. I am the bricks that keep you in. The result of all your sin. That 
place you never win. I am your prison cell. I am the light above your head. 
The metal that is your bed. The paint that’s made of lead. I am your prison 
cell. So come and take this trip with me. We’ll talk until you’re free. Til then 
I’m all you see. I am your prison cell. I’ll always welcome your return cause 
I love to make you squirm. I hope you never learn. I am your prison cell. 
I’ve seen em live. I’ve seen em die. Seem em laugh and seen em cry. Give 
up. No point to try.
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UNTiTLED

Jason D.

This concrete tomb
is muting my voice
A prison womb
left with no choice.
I must abort me
and all I ever was
I must start to see
all I’ve judged
the damage it does
What could I say if I were you
What would you do if you were me
Could I run away, yell this is 
through
Could you get on your knees
beg and plead
**Everything to help me see
everything we were
and everything we could be
That’s what you’d see
if you were me.
But I’m not you
I’m not that strong
I couldn’t walk in your shoes.
With all I’ve done wrong
And you’re not me
you’d never cause this pain
you would stop and see
work through the strain
again
and again.

If I reached out
would you take me hand?
If I screamed out
Could you understand?
I can’t apologize anymore
Sorry, I’ve gone numb
my words ripped and torn
my demons have won
I’ve come undone
oh f**k that!
There’s strength in my soul
I’ll climb out of this hole
and give back
all that I stole
You deserve better than this
You deserve more than me
You deserve every wish
You deserve to be free
Am I strong enough to let go?
Are you strong enough to stay? 
It’s wrong to ask, I know
but please don’t walk away
I lifetime with you I pray
Start with one more day.
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UNTiTLED

Jason D.

There’s a clock in my head,
the alarm’s going off.
Your dreams shot dead,
stop showing off.
I bang on the walls 
and kick on the door.
I’ll hang for this fall,
a needle stick through my core.
No one cares what I am.
I am an evil entity to all.
no one dares but this man,
he’s been sent to me to stall.
I’m trapped in this replaying 
dream,
a nightmare of earthquake magni-
tude.
fighting, flailing… screams.
I can’t shake this attitude.
I am who I’m gonna be
whether I like me or not.
I’m not who you wanna see,
I’m like a blinding meteor shot.
My self-confidence soars,
my arrogance rises and rises,
bursting through every door.
Loving these bad surprises,
I’m a blessed miracle of hate,
a wandering soul all alone.
fighting to steer clear of fate,
forbidden to even call home.
I’ve been blinded to all this pain
and inner turmoil too deep to 
fight.
I’ve been reminded of all this 

shame planted wrong, now I’ll reap 
the right.
Desperation running through my 
veins,
hopelessness seeping through my 
pores.
Trying to navigate through my 
pain,
a scarring burn through my core.
So please hold tight and don’t let 
go
to all the things we were before.
Love and life, a family and home,
too much history and a future we 
can’t ignore.
Let’s give one more grand fight,
bigger and better than any before.
Let’s give each other every damn 
night.
Our souls intertwined the day we 
met,
a memory that still haunts me.
Our years invaded by regret,
I’m down to my final plea.
I remember you, I remember me.
I remember how life changed,
I remember feeling all we would 
be.
I remember you there through all 
this pain,
I’m still not strong enough to go 
on.
My love for you runs too deep.
I can’t escape our bond,
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UNTiTLED (CONT'D)

a promise my soul must keep.
Every second of every day I will 
work
to right these wrongs that I’ve 
done,
to try and erase this hurt
until this love has won.
Our souls know it’s not too late,
we can no longer wait,
our souls can’t escape
true love,
the architect of our fate.

MOviE PLOT ABOUT MYSELF

Richard J

Working as a hit man that kills for a living. Kills bugs that is anything that 
creeps and crawls. Nocturnal creeping and crawling while you are sleeping 
bed bugs crawling, sucking your blood, fertilizing their eggs. Spiders lurk-
ing ready to jump into your hair crawling down your shoulder looking for 
the warm skin to sink there fangs into. Who do you call? The bug guy pest 
control pro. No need to fear the bug guy is here.
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YOU // ME

Jason D.

I’m drowning in myself
and who I used to be.
I’ve lost myself
and everything that is me.
I can’t take this sh*t no more,
my sanity has been pimped out
like a two dollar whore.
I know what’s in store,
I’ve been here before.
So hold on tight,
here comes the real me.
An eternal fight.
There’s no way to heal me.
I’m crazy, stupid, ugly, sad,
I can’t do this, it hurts too bad.
I’m lost in these walls,
locked down in my brain.
Fighting this fall,
I’m all that’s insane, 
and all that’s to blame.

I remember us when we were sane.
Now look what I’ve done,
a damage I can’t fix.
My insanity has won,
you’re my next pick.
This chloroform smell
is making me sick.
Don’t be scared,
this is hard for me too.
Looking down on you,
this must go through.
But that little voice in my head
Screaming to wait.
If she’s dead, you’re dead.
No escape from that hate.
So just wait-
Fate.

WiSH

Dakota B.

Wishing I can just start over. 
I don’t know what to do with my life, there’s times I just wanna give up. 
Someday I’ll be gone and that’s when I’ll finally be happy. 
Hoping someday my pain will go away. 
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LiKE ME

Sky

Cry, but not everyday like me.
Contemplate, but not about life like me.
Feel pain, but don’t hurt yourself like me.
Be happy, but don’t fake it like me.
Be different, but not so different that everyone hates you like me.
Think, but not about suicide like me.
Regret, but not everything like me.
Dislike, but not yourself like me.
Change, but not for other people like I did.
Smile, but mean it -- unlike me.
Accept feedback, but don’t let them bully you like I did.
Tell stories, but not about bad times in your life, because nobody cares.
Love, but not too much, like I did.
Trust, but not everyone like I did.
Try hard but not to kill yourself like me.

Don’t be like me.

RAiNBOW SUiCiDE

Sky

Dedicated to Alyssa L.

Red are the leaves around your grave
Orange are the flowers I brought for you
Yellow were the bruises you hid from me
Green was the last dress I ever saw you in
Blue were the tears that soaked my pillow
When I realized you were never coming back
Purple was the ring around your neck, 
Now covered by donated jewelry.
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My voice box is hollow, so every syllable reverberates & echoes to eternity. 
With certainty I speak the blueprints mankind’s faulty creation. 
Every algebraic equations paints colors to a vivid would filled with grey. 
I piece together different molecules of good & evil. 
Losing myself in the middle of a tornado filled with content.
I hear abstract sounds that leave my eardrums shattered.
As I’m lying on a cloud trying to piece together fact from fiction.
My senses are conflicting as I listen to the demons I touch.
While felling their words as I read their minds like brail.
I set sail to a state of mind caught in the depths of molecular holocaust. 
As I search for a shelter to shade myself from the fallout. 
My clothes catch fire as I drive to the depths of the nearest teardrop.
Awaiting death as a prophecy directs me where to go next.
I arrive in the Garden of Eden as I seek clarity.
From the Forbidden fruit I let ferment into wine.
I dream of kaleidoscopic patterns as they take form in front of my eyes.
As my conscious drifts to another realm of holographic angels.
Tearing apart miniscule objects that drift away. 
And give power to a indistinguishable higher form of life. 
Harps play arpeggios as horns awaken the devil.
From a slumber that started before the universe tipped its hourglass.
The sands of item rain down in clusters of 6.
Lasting shadows upon The Vatican. 
And causing catastrophic power failure across the world.
 The cryogenically frozen arise whispering in tongues.
As a wave forms Poseidon’s trident in the Atlantic. 
And shoots into the sky extinguishing what’s left from the fallout.
A vast open space opens in the Bermuda Triangle,
Sucking marmalade sky’s down deep within the Earths core.
The earth stops rotating & gravity seizes to exist.
As the Great Pyramids take flight out of our Solar System.
To a Scatter Galaxy unknown to the Great Creator. 

Seth B.

NEvER-ENDiNG STORY
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iN MEMORY OF

Vicious Delicious

When I returned home
I discovered a situation
I had hoped I never would.
A dear friend lay on my couch
Eyes closed, lips blue, no pulse.
What is wrong with him
What did he take, I demand.
Multiple voices in the room repeat
I don’t know, maybe H.
In anger I yell, call the police
As I throw my phone at someone 
near me
The people in my house act dumb
Except one, the youngest one
Who pulled our friend off the 
couch, onto the floor
And started CPR, as I fled out the 
door
In fear I ran…
What if he was already dead
I had a felony warrant
So I hid in the park and waited

If he dies will it be my fault
My dear friend did not die, he lived
Now he tells the story of how that
day almost took him to hell
And how thanks to the one who
was not dumb he lives to tell
how he turned his life around
and now he is doing well.
Unfortunately the hero of this story
can no longer be thanked or given his 
due glory
Because in early December 2016
his fate was not the same.
He chose to stay in the game
and for him there was nobody there
to save his precious young life
My promise to this young man is this
I will remember you
You will always be someone’s hero
I hope you have found your peace.
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DARKNESS TO LiGHT

Mario

This poem I’m writing’s inspired by you
I hope that it helps you figure out what to do
This poem I’m writing’s called darkness to light
Never give up please stay in the fight
When life’s at its darkest and you’re at your low
There’s a light to everything just so you know
There’s a silver lining to every cloud
First find a peace when your thoughts are loud
Next write the darkness let it all out
Write it all down get rid of the doubt
When you’re trapped in the darkness and don’t know what to do
When you’re sad and alone and feel awfully blue
Look for the light it’s deep in your mind
Try meditation, learn to unwind
Take it from me, someone that knows
Take life on lifes terms and go with the blows
When you’re trapped in the darkness it’s hard to get out
You might want to cry you may want to shout
Remember the good times more through the bad
Remember the light times all the good that you’ve had
Now write the light from the peace that you find
Never let darkness bind your sweet mind
You’re kind and you’re caring, intelligent and smart
I don’t know you real well but I know you have heart
On that deep darkness don’t you dare dwell
It’s ok to see darkness but never lose sight
Move from the darkness and into the light
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iT'S MY LiFE

Oklahoma

I went dark side, but now I’m coming correct
It’s gonna take a while to clean up this wreck
I might’ve hit rock bottom, but last time I checked
You can survive a fall if you don’t break your neck.
I’m trying to figure out what this fight is for
Have I lost too many battles to win this war?
I’ve lost family and friends, I know I’ll lose more
But my spirit ain’t broken, my souls just sore.
I know I’m a mess, but I’m not a waste
Trying to stay on my feet and keep a steady pace
But I won’t give up if I fall on my face
I don’t have to win, just want to finish the race.
I used to go fast, now I just go hard
If you’re scared of the dog, stay out of his yard
I learned from my mistakes, that’s how I made it this far
Gotta stay legit, I lost my get out of jail free card.
It’s my life, it’s not about you
I’ll listen to advice but I won’t be told what to do
I beat my demons and paid my dues
Once you give it all away, you have nothing to lose. 

ANXiETY

Nikki W.

anxiety is like a thick, black coat of lead paint – it’s silent at times and other 
times loud as hell – anxiety has no switch – you can’t turn it on or off – It 
also has no volume  - Anxiety is an evil soul sucking monster – desperately 
trying to steal my life – Anxiety is the devil himself – robbing you of your 
peace of mind or chance of happiness . . . F*** Anxiety!
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MASK$

Lotus tha Klown

The masks, so many to choose
So many false fronts, too many to choose
Friend or foe. You’ll never know
So many worn, all tattered and torn.
Worn to hide the shame. It’ll never be the same
That’s the name of the game
If you choose to play your life won’t be the same
It’s all about the fame. No friends
No lames, the masks won’t be the same.

ONE MORE TiME

Legit

Yesterday I got the bad news that a good friend of mine passed away. He 
used to bang. I gotta admit, I never got on the needle, but I always had 
that favorite line “Just one more time.” You know it, right? Those words 
are only giving in a chance to over dose like he did, and when I talked to 
my therapist she helped me put into perspective that that could’ve been 
me. Someone calling my family with bad news that was never expected, or 
intended… but, sometimes it is… Damn, think about it for a minute; bet-
ter yet, I’d rather not, ‘cause I already f***in think too much and I hate that 
I loved that drug that took away so many amazing people from this world, 
who never got to know who they were ‘cause it illusions the mind by being 
see-through… the most evil spirits are invisible… Sh*t, I dunno, it’s like 
seein’ a ghost but thinkin’ it’s a mirage, ‘cause you’re so used to bein’ f***ed 
up that sobriety seems like the evil one; feel where I’m comin’ from? Well, 
one more times are always a lie, so I guess we could just say one more try, 
‘cause we eva’ know when we’ll run outta time. So treat every breath like 
you’re the maker of oxygen and just take it all in.
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STAND STRONG

Legit

A point…a sharpened point, a dull smooth, the steady flow of curves and 
shades of eraser blades, cutting white in between the dark and light grays 
of making someone’s day. It’s what I live for. To see each unique smile 
often I hand over a special request, or otherwise, random act of kindness 
as my hate for this cruel world transforms into a love so pure that it shows 
through every piece of art that I sketch, then smudge with my fingerprints 
as a personal autograph; invisible to the world, yet very much appreciated 
by those that assist me in getting through just this one last thing that will, 
in reality, never be the last; ‘cause sh*t f***in’ happens, so I flush it, and 
even or I ink there under and into the bark of this one, she’s a tattoo with 
inevitable meaning behind its surface, I can’t help but blush ‘cause; real 
sh*t; this chest of nature will forever be my love and never put me down, 
‘cause it came from the ground and so understands my roots and what its 
like to try to find truth behind her and be helpless during times of clouds, 
will momento, but at the end, like the tree, I’ll stand strong with meaning.

i STARTED LiFE

Dakota

I started life at a young age living it through crises.
I couldn’t imagine possible how beautiful my life is though the world is 
waging war, it gave me the strength to move forward, reminiscing on the 
love that has come and gone.
I’ve been given the arsenal of knowledge to move on with the sword be-
ing my pen and the page being my battle around the words I speak give a 
deadly sound, my thoughts reload as ammunition rounds when the smoke 
finally clears and the dust settles down I still know who I fight for when 
I’m standing alone and no one is around. It reminds me of what I fight for 
lifted high off the ground and a bloodstained white horse. So many scars 
found from the paths ingrained deeply course driven by fate yet given by 
choice with every mistake this is my voice. 
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BURST OF LiFE

Lynsie ©

I thought he was only high
Until I saw it with my own eye
It began with a call
And ended with a fall
This you can’t possibly believe
Or imagine what you’re about to see
Cover your ears
Are you prepared for the explosion you’re about to hear
Don’t touch it with your hand
It’s barely hanging by a rubber band
How could something so small and round
Let out such a deafening sound?
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MOviNG ALONG

Brando

What would you like me to say? Today I pay my way… I’m stuck in a rut – 
in this nutshell. Trying to dwell while lying in Hell. Can’t comprehend the 
time we spend – together – like birds of a feather – ain’t no forever. Now 
I’m older and my heart’s beating colder, ain’t no shoulder to rest this head 
– Instead I dread what all you said. Left me crying – no longer relying, on 
you trying to fix what flat-lined. Destroyed my mind – left me in this bind, 
now all I do is ponder – started to wander, looking for a responder – to all 
this pain inside, the up and down ride – of something I can’t hide, from 
the worst guys – full of lies – looking to jeopardize, those pot voices in 
our heads – or monsters under the  beds. Such emotions – feel like devo-
tions or maybe demotions – to once was there – hopes, trials, and error 
– you trapped my soul in a dark hole like the mole that hides in their lair 
– doesn’t seem fair. You always got me with your drop dead stare. So quit 
daring, comparing, this soul of mine – so divine to what we were sharing. 
Spare thee, you didn’t care for me. So, for me – this is my story – of some-
one who didn’t adore me… So – thank you….. I’m healing – sealing these 
feelings. You left me this way. Now, what would you like to say?.!.?

i LOvE YOU

Nikki W.

Good thing you had your heart 
wide open – good thing you let 
me into your soul – good thing 
you are “Mine” and I’ll never 
let you go – Good thing you had
your door opened and good thing 
you love me as I love you always 
and forever cause you are my 
Soulmate and 
I LOVE YOU 
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MY SEARCH FOR SERENiTY

Seth B.

Water pushes through these pipes as I’m pushing through these days. 
Doors slam, locks click, but every object in this place decays. I can hear the 
water rushing through these rusted pipes, as I hear these voices echo off the 
concrete once stained by blood. I’m doing time. This is inevitable. Time’s 
become my enemy. 
God grant me the serenity… 
I’m consumed in a cycle like the hands on a clock or the Earth around the 
sun, but within these walls there’s nowhere to run. The paint on every sur-
face peels because time is its defeating factor. Ego’s shatter because you no 
longer can bring your own platter. You take joy in the simple things like a 
good night’s rest, because in our dreams it’s easier to express what we can’t 
get off our chest.
I’m such a mess…
There’s a light constantly buzzing above me and a door I cannot open. So 
I’m just hoping to accept these things I cannot change. 
I question my lifestyle…
I’m questioning the reason why I’m in a place where every race sticks to-
gether. Where we’re not tethered by our similarities but by the complexion 
of our skin. Destined to ride in a unit which does not exist. Because when 
we get out we know these faces won’t be missed…
I search for a savior…
I search for new behavior that won’t tie me to the same old number. Saw-
ing the same old lumber and repeating what put me behind these bars. I’m 
far from freedom as I push to keep searching for the courage to change the 
things I can…
I fight to find clarity…
I’m fighting for tomorrow and the beauty which it might bring. I fight to 
seal my past within these walls and a new song to sing. I fight the anxiety 
that dwells deep inside of me. I fight to stay awake because in my dreams 
it seems like I’m the only soul left on this planet. I panic because I’ve had 
it.  I’ve had so many chances so sh*t, what’s one more? What’s one more 
wasted day in a life of unfulfillment? What’s one more night of cold sweats 
and misery? Because I know if I grab the needle again the rest’s history. But 
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MY SEARCH FOR SERENiTY (CONT'D)

as the poison seeks inside these veins, it’s utter bliss. And without it, I know 
I‘d never be writing this. 
God, I’m pissed…
I’m pissed because I’m a time bomb searching for knowledge of the world 
around me. And I search to find the surface, but I can’t stop from drown-
ing. I search for an outlet to release all this anger, to release all these de-
mons and rebuild the manger. I can’t tell Heaven from Hell because I’m 
so caught in ignorance. So for right now I’m searching for the wisdom to 
know the difference. 

DEATH

Danyel I

Unto all words
Stipulated on false notions
Only few words
Would then remain
honoring
One another’s right to choose.
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TiL NEXT TiME

Seth B.

Tick Tock, Tick Tock, Tick Tock…
To the sound of the relentless 
clock…
I’m frozen in time while time con-
tinues to go up in stock.
With each line I jot, time continues 
to move forward with no way to 
stop
No way to pause, no way to retrace. 
The face of time continues at for-
ever the same pace.
Anyplace you could ever imagine, 
time continues in this same fash-
ion.
If you ration your time poorly, you 
might end up in this story.
Just waiting for time to pass by with 
no time for glory. 
Sometimes people ignore me, but 
time will never bore me.
Some people might look in and say 
poor me.
But I’m gonna use my time wisely 
til these people adore me.
For now they just store me…
It’s all part of my story…
Poor me…
For every second that passes, I 
breathe deep in time’s gasses.
Thinking back to past times, throw-
ing time away to lost classes.
Adjusting my glasses, and just act-
ing like those times hold interest.
Back then I wasn’t even into this. 

Now no time’s thin in this.
Hopin’ to find a win in this…
I’ve been in this state of mind a long 
time tryin’ to find
The meaning behind each calendar 
day that I’ve lost.
Currently crossing the days off twice. 
Now trying to win them back.
Picked up the slack but either way all 
time fades to black.
Always avoiding stepping on the 
crack.
Avoiding the people always sitting in 
the back.
Where I’d sleep silently if I didn’t 
know better than that.
And that’s just a fact…
Haphazardly I put in effort to mask 
tragedy.
Emphatically pushing the envelope as 
time pushes each moment.
Woven together in this fabric of time 
like every complex rhyme.
Finds itself woven together on each 
complex line.
I sign everyday away to the reaper.
Finding bliss in the time I missed the 
feature.
That absorbed the life of every in-
dulging creature.
For now I just stuff my change in the 
meter.
Kick my feet up on the bleachers, 
pass this time with leisure.
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As I crank up the heater.
  With my sadistic demeanor.
Please find me a leader…
I guess I’m a bleeder cause my soul’s leaking 
onto this paper.
They say my time is now but I think my time 
is later.
So I just savor the flavor and cater to noth-
ing.
Cater to no one, as I’m searching for some-
thing.
All this time is passing slowly.
But these papers seem to know me.
So when my time’s all said and done.
When the clock spins and stops to run.
When these things that I write are just for 
fun.
At that time I want you to remember just 
one.
One reason why I should have holstered this 
gun.
  Cause this time is mine.
  And this time I’ve won.
  Til next time…

TiL NEXT TiME (CONT'D)
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AUTHOR'S NOTE

AzFACT

Stood on my own almost everywhere I’ve been struck on my own path 
could never fit in wit them.  Being original is viewed by them as a sin.  
Closed eyes and shut minds could never take our vision in.  I would hate to 
witness the future they in.  Nah it ain’t gold, just because that sh*t’s glis-
tenin’.  My sight must be alien when take a peep at the lies they livin’ in.  
In my tongue, foreign, doesn’t seem like my voice can reach you.  Mis-
conceptions in my reflection, your eyes must deceive you.  So many false 
perceptions, go with whichever one seems true.  Either I’m none or I’m 
all of it.  My image is my own but I’ll admit they probably right in parts of 
it.  Not concerned with whoever’s talkin’ sh*t.  Just looking for that fuel to 
spark my imagination, once I find it I’m gonna toss it in life happens fast 
and when I look back, I’m proud of all the sh*t that I moved past.  Ground 
shook fell off my square but stood fast.  Grew up low on cash but my word 
stood solid run credit check on that.  Built up these foundations beneath 
me only standing now because of the few people that complete me.  Trust 
me I love you to death.  Vital to me like my lungs need each breath.  Cor-
nered me forward gave me strength when I felt I was near that last step 
with every set back determination was saved and every rock that got tossed 
I made a path from them stones.  Wouldn’t call it change or even say that 
I’ve grown.  It’s just that I accepted life’s offer under terms that are finally 
my own.  Sorry just being honest, real talk as promised.  At times wis-
dom shows through a smart man can find wins in their losses, sometimes 
when I look at it all from this view it makes me nauseous.  I can handle the 
hardest topics but the tradeoff is my touch ain’t always the softest.  Love 
me or hate me I stand unapologetic.  The truth may hurt, we’ve all been 
scarred by its impression.  Real life may be ugly until we learn to accept it.  
Never take my words back, syllables been authentic stand behind each one 
proudly said it just like I meant it.  I find therapy in these venting sessions.  
Would you like it better if riches claimed my soul?  Bragging about the 
neighborhood I’m from and the drugs I’ve sold.  Would you think less of 
me if I told you I hit prison a seventeen.  Coped a deal to menacing from a 
charge of robbery.  An assault on a cop and they dropped five other felo-
nies at times in my life I embodied everything I’ve grown to hate that sh*t 
didn’t make a man just proved I could handle what’s on an adult’s plate.  
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What if I said my emotional development just got delayed.  And can’t deal 
emotions without a needle in my vein.  Or have healthy relationship with a 
woman without running away or even worse letting my loyalty stray losing 
loved ones over a f*cking mistake on speaking terms with my demons so a 
relapse is open to a debate.  The person you hear today is only the result of 
a death and whatever came after.  To me it reads like an obituary.  To y’all 
it’s just filling some chapters.  Nah you don’t know me and you probably 
shouldn’t.  Honestly, if you tried to befriend me with a handshake I’m want 
to grab on but wouldn’t.  Man, I’m so locked in my head most times I come 
off as a mental case in between my ears is to me the only safe space and my 
solace are the words I write between the lines on this f*cking page.  Still at 
times I need to look right.  Every pair of Jays I’ll cap two if the look tight.  
Big a** chain that reflect light.  That sh*t  claims souls to get it the starv-
ing take life.  I was once the worst one wit em.  Tellin’ em where I was from 
before it hit em.  A wild mutt that has a pack wolves wit em.  Thoughts 
birthed in hell never afraid to burn for irrational decisions.  Cross and 
rosary beads.  Bald heads or fades with red trees.  It’s hard to stay relevant 
without finding I’m talented just to turn around and sell the sh*t.  It’s a 
struggle to get over the fences.  These maf*ckers will tear you apart if they 
learn your weaknesses.  Don’t tell em sh*t.

AUTHOR'S NOTE (CONT'D)
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i ARiSE FROM MY DREAMS OF YOU

Daemon King

I arise from my dreams of you
In the first sweet sleep of this night
When the winds are just breathing low
And the stars are shining oh so bright
In the night sky.
I arise from my dreams of you
And a spirit in my feet has led me through
Who knows how?
To your dream chamber, my dearly sweet
I look at you with eyes so clear
Not clouded by lust or envy.
I fear neither my pride nor your wrath.
When I look into your eyes I become Gluttony
With insatiable greed only wishing
To lay beside with my arms gently wrapped around you.

iF iT SO HAPPENS

Dakota

If it so happens that we are apart the time will stop my still beating heart. I 
am the earth, you are the stars. I can still see your bright eyes, so far. They 
light up my world like nothing else could.
Making even the dark side look good. When we clashed together two 
worlds collide, for always and forever with nothing but time. 
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ATTN: HUMAN RESOURCES

Eric A.

Attn: Human Resources—(i.e. The People)…
Just so you know, D. Trump is a chump.
Everyone knows that he is a N*C.
At the very last—don’t bring him back.
We talked about this, me and my friend. 
His name is Raymundo Jose Louise Ruiz Diaz the III, 
And he too needs to be heard.
Yours truly,
The Blue State of Colorado! 

BANNED

Nikki W.

I was banned from being my children’s Mother. 
From one little egg to two little legs, growing, kicking, fighting for life, out 
they came, 1, then 2, then 3 – 
Never could I have felt more love. 
Never did I think time would end 
I was so young and so naive 
Hurts in life, mostly from other people’s choices. I was too blind to see – 
sadly drained the light from me – 
Never did I think one day one of them would no longer be 
But what I want to know is why it took me so long to see that my 2 babies I 
have left are grown now and they still need me – 
No more will I waste the time to show them how much they mean to me. 
I love you both so much – please always believe that any choices I made 
were never because you didn’t deserve all the love in the world. The future 
is bright just you wait and see – I’m gonna be the Mom you always wished I 
would be – 
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UNTiTLED

Teresa T.

These four walls may detain me
but they cannot contain me
I’m breaking out of my shell
I’m straying from my HELL
This place I’ve known 
To go to a new place to call home
Where God and sobriety
Can finally live in me
A place where my children can rest
and know their mom and dad did the best
because these worldly attractions
were finally realized as distractions
from the happy family
that we were meant to be.
Our family is whole again
I just need to cling to my two friends
My husband and God our father
So as not to falter
or fall down into the road
that led me to bear this heavy load
These burdens once weighing me down
are now just personalizations of my crown
This queen, I am and J. my king
there is no doubt about the 5 reuniting
hoping they learn from our hidden past
and make the lessons we teach last.
No more of THE GAME
its got me physically, mentally, and emotionally drained
time to take it slow
smell the scent of a rose
hear the buzz of a bee
watch our kids smile at me
Watch them get to play
with us every day
and feel the gust of the wind
and know I’m forgiven of sin.
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DAWN OF A NEW LiFE

Teresa T.

The sun is setting in my life
God is saying ‘no more strife’
The time that led me here
the punishment is the only thing I fear
‘Turn your burdens to God’
leaves me feeling odd
Like through everything I did
How can He love me as His kid?
But the Bible sys over again
Confess and end the trend.
Now God welcomes me
Sometimes it’s still hard to believe 
That’s this human sinner
Is still a winner
In God’s eyes He’d say

‘It’s the dawning of a new day’

MY HEAvENLY FATHER

K. Johann

I come to you in thanks, for you have ever so given me the peace of free-
dom even within these walls.  I have cherished these grounds I have walked 
upon and breathed in the beauty of air and life all because of you my lord.  
I thank you O Brothern for letting the feeling of love over take my heart. I 
thank you lord that I’m given this opportunity with my dear and that my 
dear is also given the same gift.  I love you. Father God may you continue 
to teach us the wisdom you teach and knowledge that we will continue to 
follow and teach upon others.  Thank you my heavenly father to the Holy 
Spirit who continues to show us how to see and hear.  Thank you.  My hand 
keeps going, filling this paper with the Lord’s word. Thank you Father God. 
Protect us all. Amen.
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FEELiNGS LiKE A RiFF

Teresa

Dedicated to Amanda

I pick it up and let the music soar
let the riffs take my core
burry the emotions deep inside 
no one knows the pain I hide. 

Roll up my sleeve and you will see 
a whole new side of me 
quirky, fun and laughter all around 
I try to help others off the ground 

The pictures I draw form them
sometimes my true feelings stem. 
Broken hearts and shattered dreams 
are only real if you let them, it seems 

Dreams can be dreamt over again 
they can be old but new ones blend 
the patches of my broken heart 
so I can send it like a dart 
hoping someone catches my drift 
I’m playing it obviously like a riff. 
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TEASE

Ivy

You can taste but you can’t touch
You can smell but you can’t tell
What is it?
So you reach until you can’t reach
Any more.
Until you look back and realize
You just passed it.
Glory for the goal ever reaching 
Into the distance
Time that unwinds until its
Never ending
Dead space between you and 
What’s left.
You made it but only if 
You would have stretched a 
Little farther where would
You be?  Where could you
Go?

THiNGS i'vE BEEN PUNiSHED FOR

Mama Bear

Things I’ve Been Punished For: 
Things I’ve been punished for a lot of things, not only here. Also I’m being 
punished by my higher power. I only pray that it’s not too late for me to 
change. I do beat myself up a lot, no more today. Cuz this person I’m more 
weak I’m so upset of myself cuz I need to make my children happy. I’m 
doing the same thing I’ve abanded them all for a High and they’re so sad 
for not having me into their life us to be the best mother. I’m guilty now 
because I’m not there for them. 
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iMPORTANT THiNGS

Beautiful Disaster

Love and pain are important because without them you cannot experience 
pleasure and know what pain feels like. Pleasure is nothing more than the 
intermission of pain. Pleasure is very seldom found where sought . Our 
brightest blazes are usually caused by unexpected sparks.
What’s important to me may not be important to you or someone else and 
vice versa. If it’s important to you that’s all that matters. 

THROUGH THE DARKNESS

Beautiful Disaster

Through the darkness, I’ve seen the light, however the battle I’m fighting is 
not yet in sight.
The struggle to recover from self-shame molds me like hot wax.
Sticking strongly, suffocating me… Sometimes hard to breathe…
I must break free and do what in God I trust… Seek the light and I’ll be 
free of my own demons… The old me, free of the shattered yet recovered 
me, not just some destroyed outlaw…
Beautiful is now the mended, tattered, no longer faltered, I now accept me, 
the beautiful outlaw. 
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THEY SAY BLOOD iS LiFE

Beautiful Disaster

They say blood is life.

I say life’s a f**ked up waiting room for us. An appt with death. I want to be 
late if I could drain my blood and give in to eternal marry me twice to the 
blade and again to the scythe. Portraits of pain. Bloody rain. Some I loved 
til I could no longer breathe but still my heart beat so if blood is life I say 
f**k it let me bleed.

UNTiTLED

Beautiful Disaster

To feel the emotion of once feared… Damaging… Breaking in two... 
Mended… Again I don’t see… The same will just happen again… 
F**k. Here it is damaged yet stronger, fear of loving another… Impos-
sible… Never… The scars you have caused… I’ll cherish and wear for-
ever… Still the beauty I hold isn’t a cover… It’s time for you to move on… 
Where I’m going… You are not… F**k you. Even still you’ll get this not… 
So watch mE walk on to be… The best part of me… Thanks to you… I’m 
forever beautifully scarred… Mysteriously beautiful I’ll remain… ‘ello pup-
pet… Yippee-Ki-yi-yay  b***h. 
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i AM

Sabrina M.

I am wicked in the night.
I am submissive to his touch.
I am off beat with the beat of my feet.
I am clouded in my head.
I want to crumble in your arms.
I love the way he says my name.
I love how he makes me smile when I
Force myself to not smile.

BiNA AND JUiCY J'S HAiKUS

Sabrina M.

Sugar and ice clouds
Shadow elves dancing around,
Nap and sandwich time.

Biscuits and gravy,
It goes all to your booty,
So call me Judy.

Uncle Jack Daniels,
Two drinks too many,
Christmas time in Jail.

Chilling with homies.
Caged orange birds,
Santa bail me out.

Chilling with Frosty,
Turning it up with Santa,
Laid back with Rudolph.
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HiGH LiFE

Sabrina M.

I wish my inner soul and that numbing feeling documented while I was 
getting high, doing a fat a** shot into my veins and watching my blood 
drawback, the adrenaline rush, my ringer, out of my breath, unable to 
move, vision took a 180 on me, and the thoughts that run and race thru my 
head. How I feel and the truth of my high life so my familia can truly actu-
ally put themselves in my shoes, on the streets, what it’s like 2 hustle along 
w/ paranoia, live in a trap house (called my safe haven) not living life 2 the 
fullest but searching the everyday high life.

SELF TALK

Sabrina M.

Hey you, well I’m doing alright I guess just going thru it and it makes me 
happy 2 be able to write 2 Bina. You may say you’re done getting high, but 
for real this time (Sabrina) cuz I won’t go back 2 shooting it’s ruined my 
life, my fam bam is starting 2 come around and that’s what Bina didn’t want 
but it’s me, Sabrina now, so I love being able to say I have my familia back, 
well back to getting high, the way I look at it is, Bina used people 2 just get 
high. I fought with my soul all the time when Bina was all f**ked off, doing 
everyone dirty especially Sabrina. I’m not going back 2 that life anymore 
Bina. It’s 2 much for me Sabrina M. So this is Sabrina getting back 2 the old 
you (Bina) it’s time 2 stop worrying about Bina, and start doing for me, Sa-
brina M. So no I don’t need you by my side right now, even if I’m unsteady.
We have been a great team together in the past no matter the situation. It’s 
time I stop letting you cross my recovery path and ruin my sobriety. In-
stead let’s go side by side, hand in hand down this road of redemption for 
the rest of us and my soul, so let’s be there for one another when we need 
each other to lean on. So Bina you will always be in my life real talk, only if 
you allow my full recovery of sobriety.  
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CHEYENNE, WYOMiNG

BaBiie G.

Cheyenne Wyoming
Big Horn Motel
A living hell
Cheyenne Wyoming
Red and blue lights flash
Three kids now desperate for cash
Cheyenne Wyoming
Dope, liquor, rage
ioving trapped inside a cage
Cheyenne Wyoming
Loving husband, father, and friend
Behind prison bars for no less 
than ten
Cheyenne Wyoming
Forced to live a nightmare
Really too much to bare
Life got mean
Momma turned dope fiend
Cheyenne Wyoming
Lost behind the drugs 
Her babies starved for hugs
The love of her life she’d finally 
met
Nothing left but deep regret
Cheyenne Wyoming

Sharing what’s left of a dirty cotton
Two souls lost and forgotten
To numb the pain
They strike a vein 
A crooked spoon
Killer trip to the moon
Cheyenne Wyoming
Lies, deceit, betrayal
Who wants a hot rail
Fort Collins Colorado 
Waking up in handcuffs 
Bout time to give this sh*t up
Fort Collins Colorado
They say its “armed robbery”
Damn its getting hard to breathe
I crumble to my knees
I’m facing 6 felonies
Fort Collins Colorado
So little strength, so much dedication

After 5 months in county
I got probation
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iT HAPPENS THAT FAST

dr carebug

One milligram, two
That’s all I’m gonna

Three milligrams, four
Well, maybe a little more

Five milligrams, six
Add some whiskey to the mix

Seven milligrams, eight
Damn, I’m feeling great

Nine milligrams, ten
Let the party begin

Eleven milligrams, twelve
I think I’m driving well

Thirteen milligrams, fourteen
My brain circuits are shorting

Fifteen milligrams, sixteen
Now the car is spinning

Seventeen milligrams, eighteen
The loss was devastating 

Nineteen years to twenty 
Is what the D.A. is wanting
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UNTiTLED

Jami

There is no mystery to happiness…
Just do what you love 
No matter what people think of you 
Be confident, be yourself, 
There is no mystery to happiness. 
There is no mystery to happiness…
Just do what you love 
No matter what people think of you 
Be confident, be yourself, 
There is no mystery to happiness. 

2017

Lynsie ©

Awkward moments of laughter
Erasing temptation with sobriety
Mysterious transformations
Letters of brutal wisdom
Mists of a sunrise
Stabilizing my instability
Episodes of sporadic moments
Heavenly path of light
Dysfunctional reunions
Challenge of intense change
Leaping into the danger of freedom. 
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THE NiCE ME

Nikki W. 

Everyone says, I like the “Nice Nikki” the “Good Nikki” 
The problem is… the “OTHER Nikki” is still in there too! 
The “OTHER Nikki” didn’t take her meds, the “OTHER Nikki,” forgot to 
love herself and tried time and time again to fill the void with someone 
else, someone or some substance! 
The “OTHER Nikki” just let herself go, one tear after another, hurt, heart-
break, pain, more pain, more tears, waiting…searching, hoping, silently 
screaming for someone to wipe her tears and hold her close and heal her 
broken heart and keep her safe. 
So that the “Nice Nikki” could come out and be happy and peaceful. 
The “OTHER Nikki” forgot to love herself first, she also forgot her worth! 
The “NICE Nikki” remembers the deep hole in her heart, cannot be filled 
by another, especially some jerk!!! 
But first and foremost, the “NICE Nikki” cares about herself enough… 
TO TAKE MY FREAKING CRAZY MEDS! 

DiviNE SECRET

Lynsie ©

Breathe in passion and exhale desire
Onto a foundation built on destiny
To love the life you live is to
Live the life you love and
Dedicate every moment of happiness by
Binding your soul to your smile while
Dancing to every offbeat rhythm of life. 
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UNTiTLED

Sabrina M.

A pipe, a hot rail, a shot. A shard
A hot rail, a shot, a pipe. A shard
A clear shard, a blue shard, a pink shard. A 
Shard.
A shot, a shot, a shard
Suddenly I’m hustling in the dope
Game.
A nonsense speech after a shot 9 hrs
Hot sweats, cold sweats, a shot.
A shard
A clear shard, a blue shard, a pink
Shard, a shot
I was living a good life
In the high life
Now it’s a hard life in the
Halfway house.

THiS DAY

JM

In their mindless chattering, there senseless gibbering, the faultless bul-
lying, there careless scattering. In their sightless surveying, there earless 
listening, there noiseless bickering, their fearless exiting. In their flightless 
flapping, their waterless swimming, their moveless motioning, their useless 
guttering.
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iNNER DEMON

Cameron R.

Hate, the words I can’t admit.
Just like my inner demon, 
that won’t submit.
A self satisfaction that can’t give in.

That deep dark desire…
it is my sin.

Reaching towards the light.
A desperate act to try and shine.
A hypocrite stuck in the bind.

Because the lies invade the mind.
Because the lies invade the mind.

These lies invade me. 
These lies invade me.
These lies invade my mind.

MASKS OF DARKNESS

Sabrina M.

As she starts to fill me with
Crystal meth and water, she shakes
Me to mix what’s in me. I know what
She is gonna make me do, I do not
Want to puncture her skin into a vein 
And fill me with her blood and be
The one to let her pull back and the only
Way she does drugs.
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A’-MAZE-iNG

Lynsie ©

My lead feet smash into the dead-end wall
Eraser of opportunity for a second chance to finish
Dulling my sharp point by cutting corners
I retrace my lines around my mistakes
My long road will callous your fingers
Steps crumbled into specks of lead
Crisscrossing squares leave me lost
The finish line is my start! 

UNTiTLED

Sabrina M.

Her weakness could or couldn’t define her?
Her inner-self decides sobriety or high life?
Lies or truth?
Satan or God?
Which one splits open the real her to become
Her own light in this darkness.
Backwards path to getting high.
Future path to her recovery.
Stay a soulless human being.
Look flawless to all eyes.
Stop trying to prove herself to evil.
Hot sweats and cold sweats
Nightmares of heaven, lucid dreams of hell.
Good or evil
High life or sobriety
Peace of mind all alone
Buzzing sounds in my ear when w/ old friends.
So I pray 2 God 2 stop all these aches forever.
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MYSTERiOUS M'iJA

Lynsie ©

Deep eyes of an Aryan 
Spanish words of wisdom rolling off your tongue
Luscious strawberry
Hands of a praying artist
Your lost soul has marked my heart. 

Let the Lord live I say
For he sent his son to die
In order to give us this day.
Give glory the highest praise
To the Almighty where 
Where it is deserved.
Happiness and pleasing faith
With just a little faith 
And hope to things getting 
Better.  Shining bright is 
The light of the Lord.
Guiding us on the path 
Overcoming destruction with
The Armor of God.  Taking
The pain and diminishing it,
Creating a special place 
For praise to fill our hearts 
And souls.  Giving us thanks
For the disappearance of 
Weakness within ourselves.

TRUE LiviNG

Ivy
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vENTiNG SESSiON #2

AzFACT

How you dudes running sh*t hopin’ rules do bend. I grew up around 
dudes who’d run up in your house and bring them tools from the shed. 
Family first f**k a friend may not be blood but through that the concrete 
transcends starved on the streets so I eat with them down for the feast but 
ready for the bloody end. Said that to say this we ain’t ever runnin’. But 
now stayin’ positive to make sure better days comin’ . Yeah I’m aware of 
karma and the way that it function so every action I thought it out. Still 
not one for conversation my actions talkin’ now. This path is so new at 
times sure there’s doubt I question if they get my word play and the new 
place my world is now. The fact that I’ve changed is at times the only thing 
I’m sure about. Not sure exactly where I’ll be headed as long as the sur-
roundings aren’t familiar then that’s the right direction. Gave a voice to my 
struggle confidence gave it projection. Chose my words with discretion 
careful with my message. To me music is sacred the studio my sanctu-
ary so before I’m wrongly burned I’m gonna give those kids something 
necessary this my living commentary. Mind full of crooked thoughts I 
can rarely shake. Put ‘em in to various different patterns just to get sh*t 
straight. Stretch my mind out a little to get my mental straight. Got my 
shoulders built up I can bear the weight swear I got some new sh*t coming 
if y’all can bear to wait. Come to this sh*t starvin’ like I barely ate. I’m good 
wherever I end up on this road I take. Any place I call home is safe like I 
cleared the plate. All love to anyone that shares that sentiment boots laced 
up ready for the sediment. My vision still young still bringing it up. Havin’ 
a drink with destiny serendipity fillin’ the cup. Got this cross on my wrist 
remember which was up. Kept that addictive personality nothings ever 
enough. But I have my aims positive these days but I ain’t in a rush. I still 
have so much to learn even what I want it all I tell myself the best things 
are earned. So in my opinion I deserve my shot. Friends switch up I’m bet-
ter in the fair weather I won’t stop. These fans taking in fake sh*t at lethal 
doses so I find myself appalled by the media and that mainstream overflow 
sh*t. The alternative path is a long one but it’s cool if it brings me and my 
dreams the closest. I’m a monster on these beats a beast in men’s clothing. 
A Pendragon on some total control sh*t. Used to use pills to try to control 
how I feel but the pain was too real started to meet wild ideas and random 
thoughts at times get free reign it’s like a stamped useless trying to keep 
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it all contained it makes me lightheaded from all the weight on my brain. 
I should go over it with my therapist but I’ll keep it between me and this 
page. Well that and whoever is in attendance when I speak these words. 
Sometimes I show no regard for whomever may be concerned. I tend to 
vent at a distance careful that the ones I care for don’t get burned. I can 
handle my enemies but my loved ones I never planned for was never very 
social love is something I need to understand more. I struggle with bal-
ance I struggle with moving forward while still carrying baggage I struggle 
with just being a person for so long I was a creature while in my habits. I 
was monster since a kid on first name basis with every savage. I’m intel-
ligent but can’t seem to shake my old stigma. Honest but elusive AZFACT 
isn’t me just a layer of my enigma. Coined that alias because what you hear 
me speak is the truest always been in love with facts real is real you can’t 
dispute it. But I straddle the fence of being reformed and still being on that 
bullsh*t. That old puzzle got reformed broken pieces created this new sh*t. 
I got an opinion and if I feel strong enough I can become a nuisance. I can 
interact but I don’t relate to sh*t. There he goes again out of his mind back 
on that space ship He ain’t listening don’t waste your breath and say sh*t. 
Got some insecurities I’m going to take up with my reflection stuck in a 
standstill caught up at the intersection the good is only that due to percep-
tion. The grass may be greener but that’s turff the perfect deception. Life 
can’t be summed to perfection it’s relative to who’s living it we all have our 
own lessons life ain’t a paragraph, it’s a sentence with the term left up to 
karma and her discretion. Only so many wrongs on my account luck’s at a 
recession. So many sins committed but few committed to memory down 
for whatever my commitment is why the streets remember me. Yeah lil’ 
dopey from Linden Street let me freshen up yall’s memory ‘custom to the 
Boca family was 17 when I hit penitentiary. My criminal career spans from 
‘94 through ‘02 respectfully so these tadpoles view apprehensively that’s 
cool is all y’all close I don’t need new motherf**kers next to me. I knew 
most of these good dues before they change the names before they started 
with that bang bang I already changed lanes. They say it’s in the wind but 
when you’re ready it rains change. Once you got it, all you need is a little 
maintenance fix the lock and make sure the gate is hinged to ensure them 
haters will never infiltrate us again.
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LOvE

JM

Love to me is something unrequited.
Doing all it can to submit it
To its will and make me hollow.
With a word it makes me swallow
All its inconsistencies and errors.
Saying “oh, I’ll take away your terrors.”
Silly me, believing in the lie,
Even now, letting me tie
Eventually myself to this chain.
Not letting me be clean of this main
News around my heart, yay!
Your love is stuck in here to stay. 

LOvE

JM

Love to me is something unrequited.
Doing all it can to submit it
To its will and make me hollow.
With a word it makes me swallow
All its inconsistencies and errors.
Saying “oh, I’ll take away your terrors.”
Silly me, believing in the lie,
Even now, letting me tie
Eventually myself to this chain.
Not letting me be clean of this main
News around my heart, yay!
Your love is stuck in here to stay. 
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FEAR

JM

Huge, imposing, tiny, and meek,
surely a redhead, strong and sleek.
Her eyes burn like fire
her touch cold as ice,
when she wants you, she gets you,
naughty or nice.
To refuse her invites malice,
to inspire her cheats hate,
if she catches you, it’s over,
she’ll satisfy her slate.
With all comes calling, 
this monster in the night,
we try to control her, 
but never get it right.

When all is said and done,
when overcome with joy,
she rears her countenance,
and steals you like a toy.

It’s the work of a man hatching on the scene. He tears out of an egg which 
is a symbol of the earth. There appears yolk to drip, but I know it’s of  blood 
spilled from the war. He climbs out of the shell which is a map of earth. His 
feet grounded in the U.S. of A. One hand is pressing down on Ax’ part of 
the world; the other is cradling Europe.

The depiction to the scholar and the untrained eye is of U.S.A.

iT'S A DALi

Eric A.
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Its been battered & shattered into a million broken pieces.
Hypothesizing outcomes to this worlds deepest secrets.
The sweetness… portraying ignorance as bliss
But if stupidity is key why in the f**k am I writing this?
Um pissed… As I stare at all white bricks.
So I soak up my surroundings as I search in the abyss.
To find a picture perfect person but I know they can’t exist. 
If there’s a road to perfection its painted gold in peoples piss. 
I’ve took the hits… I’ve played with I don’t give a sh*ts.
And the people at the party telling you to call it quits.
But the common demeanor in this world we like
Is that we all fall now or later. So who you trying to kid
Take the bid… cause life is just a big attempt.
We’re just a molecule of dust fighting air to find content. 
So if you’re bend out of shape because you found a little problem.
You should get off you ass & be the one to go & solve em’
And make a drink… Cause all we do is wait & think.
I’m on the brink of a revelation bound to make me sink.
But when I blink it disappears. I hide in dark collecting tears
Because the solitude I find reminds me why I’m even here. 
Nothing to fear… cause I’m the one that tipped the hourglass
Shaking up the atmosphere that bolds in all our mass. 
So dot yours I’s & cross your T’s, shade your eyes from the UK’s.
Death is the end result of life but I think you’d want to see…
What’s in between… The things projected on the screen.
But be careful what you open cause some doors will make you scream.
Some thing are not what they seem. So don’t take comfort in the dream
That leaves you up upon the pedestal of the winning team.
Now make a scene… If you want to get noticed
Or just lie down in the shadows till your falling & your homeless
Witches scream hocus pocus bringing swarms of blessed beasts.
To disrupt the IV’s liens feeding TV to your focus. 
God your hopeless… cause all you do is drag your feet.
While your staring at the clock while the reaper starts to reap. 
Everything that’s in your sleep & tells you not to make a peep

Seth B.

LULLABY OF KiNGS
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So you just walk around in circles feeding into your defeat
While you leak… the blood that labeled you as human.
Now your just another object taking space of those still movin’.
Times are provin’ that to break the chain you’ve got to misbehave
Or you’ll be chained up to the 9-5 that wants you as its slave. 
I’m here to prove myself a road, I’m here to stand up & be bold
So when I die the stone upon my graves engraved in f**king gold
My soul aint sold… But everything I touch is cold.
This is the lullaby for Kings that never had a hand to hold

LULLABY OF KiNGS (CONT'D)

Poet Paint a Tree MDB

ECSTASY

Ecstasy for some it’s a disease
For others it’s the feeling after a sneeze
The feeling you get after you use
The first shot, to get rid of the blues
Some think it’s getting your dick wet
Fucking your girl, till dripping sweat
Turning her around blowing your load
That definition’s getting real old
The real explanation comes in 9 months
Not sitting with homies blowing blunts
It’s the moment your child comes
Or later teaching them mathematical sums
Living life and staying sober
Watching your little ones grow older
Telling them stories goodnight
And showing them how to do right
This is the real meaning of ecstasy
The moment they grow up and say

I’m proud you’re my daddy.
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DEATH iS GOODBYE FOREvER

Nikki W.

IF I could kill a word … 
The first one would be dead, and then dying and death, 
Although now that I think about it, then what would they call it instead? 
I’m sure I would hate those words too. They would still mean the same 
thing. So, I would learn to cringe at the sound of them too! No matter what 
words they are, they still ultimately say… The worst words in the world to 
me. 
“GOODBYE FOREVER” and I don’t want to feel the way 
“GOODBYE FOREVER” makes me feel…
 EVER AGAIN!! 
Rest in peace in the arms of Jesus 
My beautiful daughter Kelsey Lee…

iT ALL STARTED WHEN...

Nikki W.

It all started when I saw the passion in his eyes 
It all started when stayed while I cried 
It all started when there was electricity when we touched 
I knew from the first night that he would be my soulmate for life – 
It all started when he saw through the chaos and loved me for me – 
It was just natural – he was gonna be the one that held me at night and 
smiled by the light. 
It all started when…. 
He changed my life!!! 
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i WANNA BE YOURS

Teresa T.

I wanna be that song you can’t forget
that gets stuck in your head 
that makes you smile
and drives you wild

I wanna be the one you talk about
and have dreams leaving no doubt
in your mind about me and you
being stuck together like glue

I wanna be the one you grow old with
and walk down the isle and drift
your hands on my back
pride is something we don’t lack

I wanna be the best part of your night
and the first kiss of the morning light
the hand in your forever more
I wanna be the first that’s in your core.

I wanna be the woman you call your wife
for the rest of my life
let’s be the song that lasts
until shadows we don’t cast

I wanna be the one you’re buried with
when Time finally takes its gift
we can be together for eternity
Do you want to walk with me?
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ME THAT'S BEEN MiSSiNG

Teresa T.

Be strong like I used to be
like the person in the mirror I used 
to see
the firs burning in my core
the strength to fight and win this 
war
Names and abuse holding me 
down
A lack of fight made me drown
But as I emerge and take a breath
I’m no longer as depressed.
No self esteem due to them
no hope and so my life stems
The hopeless decisions I make
Causing my life to break
I broke out in AA’s ‘contagious 
disease’
of handcuffs and chains that now 
hold me
I was trying to disguise the pain
Now all I have is disdain
But I look in the mirror
and I’m starting to see clearer
the me who I’m supposed to be

Sober and drug free
I’m fighting to stand tall
And become the woman I call
The TRUE version of who I am
washed again in the blood of the 
LAMB
forgiven of sin
My strength inside finally wins
now a warrior is what’s there
f**king with me now is a dare
that most won’t shiver and quake
in the fear of rejection
I’ll laugh at your deception
I’ll stand tall and proud
An say my name over the crowd
Make them all be silent and hear
That this new me truly lacks fear
I’ll walk to the front lines
Words and insults all the time
but I’m standing strong
I’m finally the me that’s been missing 
 for far too long.
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PiCTURE THAT CAN'T BE STOLEN

Teresa T.

Hidden away in the back of a drawer
is a feeling I’ve never shown before
a tear fights its way down my cheek
as I remember my first week
with my new born baby girl
but they tore her from my world.
Drugs had no room in her innocence
She was just heaven sent
But I was blinded by the drugs
and for now I’ve lost her hugs.
Only 5 months old
but already in a world so cold.
Mom and daughter torn apart
but you will never leave my heart
I will be back to you soon because
I realize what a piece of sh*t I was.
So defenseless and alone
Just wanting her SOBER mother home
Hold on my sweet angel I’ll be
home soon and you’ll have me
I will never lose you again as long
as my love for you three stays strong
But right now as I sit in shadow
All I have left is this photo
burned into my memory but at least that’s something 
that NO ONE can take from me
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UNTiTLED

FLOW

• With each day that passes my love for you grows deeper and  
 stronger like wild forest vines tangling every part of your heart
• When I fall softly into you beautiful  eyes. I quickly grasp the  
 images of our life long future
• My vision of you is of Gods most valuable angel
• The moment our soul collided, my heart peeled open instantly only   
 for your welcoming 
• Greeting you with the only key to the Golden Gates that stand  
 before it
• Transforming into a once in a lifetime blessing
• A couple so powerful and strong as the force filed guarding the   
 creation of an untouchable pure true love 

20/20

G Man

Once again on the
dark side of the tunnel
been in the dark 
wanted to die then
later was brought 
to the light.
didn’t make much sense 
but in the end made 
me a better man
then could look back 
and see my vision was 20/20 
now makes sense to me
so have to wait the ride
knowing I will be a better man. 
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8-3-16

FLOW

• Irreplaceable, is my definition of you
• My one and only, I guess dreams do come true 
• In reality you hold me down like gravity do 
• Real recognize real, your personality too
• Love Is painful, but you’re my angel and we knew
• First sight was true love so together we flew
• Away to a place no one’s ever taken us to 
• I fell in love with you for you, never want you to change 
• Looking through your flaws while were making love in the vain 
• I’m here to hold you like I told you through the ugliest pain 
• You’re my Bonnie I’m your Clyde me and you we the same 
• I want you and only you to know I’m here for the stay 

THiS MAN

Chad Do

Chad what are you doing I know you’re smarter. 
Why can’t you just settle for your best, and not make it harder.
You get made a lot like the flip of a switch.
Get over that your ex, she’s just another dumb b***h! 
Take some time for yourself and cut yourself some slack.
 Step away from the old days
 Old friends and never look back 
 Try not to be so mean and
so loud. 
 Try to be more understanding and not so proud.
 Who care if you have a little strife. 
 Just live right and live a good life. 
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UNTiTLED

Chad Do

Here I sit again.
My mind racing
I messed up bad this time 
92 years I’m facing 
Wrong place, wrong time 
is my defense
But I’m really not guilty 
So not I have to prove innocence 
I was out with someone I 
thought was a friend 
20 + years I’ve known her,
friend till the end,
I haven’t heard from her as 
she is running a much 
I feel she could care less
like she don’t give a f**k 
I need this lesson in my life
But the scar will run deep 
As I’m cut by this knife
I will walk away free I
have no doubt
I’ll be a little stronger with a little more clout 
I hope to make better choices
next time
I plan on walking the straight 
and narrow line 
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CONCRETE WALLS

Freto

Hidden within these concrete walls
locked away
A cot for rest
and three hot meals a day
lost to the world 
that revolves around us.
Alone with our thoughts 
and the thoughts of those
that surround us.
Inmates, Guards, Volunteers, 
and Staff.
Most of us try to make light
of this crap.
Though it’s not always easy
to keep cool and maintain
Trying to fight it
will only drive us insane.
While these walls separate us 
from the world we once knew
we’ll learn to let go
and make way for the new
what happens next 
is all up to you
you’ve broken free from these walls
now what will you do?
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DARK SiDE

Daniel

There are so many road to choose 
from 
But which is the right one to take
I guess it just like life 
With so many decisions to make

I think Ill choose that road
It seems like the right one
Yet I won’t know the answer 
Till it’s all said and done 

I do not know what’s coming 
So I open my eyes to see
This world is in an up roar 
And its all because of me 

I don’t want to take it back 
Because I know its already too late 
The demons are getting bigger 
Cause they are feeding on all of 
the hate 

How do you expect to win 
With Madness and Chaos on a 
team 
To get it all back now 
Its nothing but a dream 

So how do you think it happened 
These two coming together 
Some will say its fate
That damned the world forever

I am not going to lie
There is no need to be fake 
Now its time you knew 
This was not mistake 

Its good to know we fooled you
We’ve been planning sense beginning 
of time 
We wanted you to think
That life was going to be sublime 

No more little rainbows 
or anything like that 
Your precious little butterflies 
Have all been turned to bats

Welcome to the Darkside 
Or better known as hell
We’ll show you why it’s worth 
That long way you fell 

Here you can have everything 
You could not have on earth 
We only want one thing from you
The soul you were given at birth 

I told you it wouldn’t hurt 
Just a small price to pay 
This is where the fun start
You can live life your own way 
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DARK SiDE (CONT'D)

I’m sorry did you say life 
You already gave that to me
Now go enjoy the drugs and 
women
You get them all for free

So I turned around to start the fun
And you’ll never guess what I see
A thousand different roads
Staring right back at me 

UNTiTLED

Kross 

I AM the one they in my sights I understand the struggle willing to fight 
for rights in this fight for life would give your life I’m enacting my rights 
I’m a fight for what’s right what’s wrong is nobody’s teaching these kids 
gave me a snitch cause I’m a tell em’ like it is I ain’t gone hide the truth N’ 
I ain’t savin’ face I got a 100 proofs & A bottle of faith the streets is dying 
they only breedin’ hate the devil is lyin’ while he lies in what yet we stead-
ing sewin’ anotha’ synthetic date can that synthetic heaven ain’t got time 
to wait put it all in a needle caught testin’ fate now the heart is numb with 
the illusion of escapin’ these hard times between a rock n’ a hard place hard 
rhymes, rock a mic with a hard face
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UNTiTLED

Kross

They say you to walk hard N’ act hard
Fight hard be hard play the right cards drive
The right cars N’ live like stars rock N’ roll
In them nigh bars strip clubs roll dubs pack
Guns sell drugs hood love but is it really good
Love when you dead breathless finished done
One minus one zero zilch none 
That’s not love homie ask me that’s dumb nothin’ 
Left wasted scattered crumbs put your trust
In the sun man that’s life don’t believe in him
Forfeit life that’s right darkness outta sight
Whatcha gone do give up or put up the good fight
Cause the life that we livin only leads to a 
Dead end never to breath don’t pretend like
You don’t understand the day of salvation is at
Hand his holy plan is to lead us to the promises land 

JUST TO FiT iN

DPG

I know how it felt to be an outsider looking in…
runnin with the wrong people to say I had a friend… that’s
where the spiral started to begin… 17 years later still can’t see
the end… I hate this hell I put myself in… all self-inflicted…
don’t know how I got to addicted… missed out on 
life… you could say I was evicted… I didn’t start with this 
cruel intention… that would lead from jail right to 
prison. Paid a heavy price just to fit in!! 
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UNTiTLED

Keeves

I think of you often 
in these thoughts I get lost in 
right now it’s just a single voice in 
my head takin, makin statement 
askin
questions, I’ll never get the answer 
to
it’s kind of scary cause I’m not sure
I can ever be mad at you.
as awkward as some of my actions 
may 
seem, I hold back my thoughts 
cause I’m 
not sure what they mean, if things
are what they seem, if this is 
is just a thing. Whatever it is I’m
open to what any moment 
around you may bring
you might be a lot like me
your demons might haunt one 
I fight those motherf**kers each 
and every night.
I find it highly likely

that neither of our past should be 
taken 
lightly.
but the past is the past it happened 
for 
a reason. It lead to where were at 
and these words, this evening 
so for not I’m perfectly fine, spending 
my time, writing this rhyme,
cause this is about you and how my 
feelings 
are coming out
I open my mouth but a lot of times
these words wont come out. 
But damn this kid can write these
motherf**kers down 
so here to throwin caution to
the wind, and trying something new 
on
this hot august night, I love you
and I probably will for the rest
of my life. 

UNTiTLED

DPG

I miss him so badly, hasn’t really been around 
much since he had me. When I see him I’m so
happy, his love so deep that  it wraps me to you. He is 
a criminal but to me he’s just daddy!  
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UNTiTLED

Teresa T.

My addiction to the fast life & 
Meth
No one outside can understand the 
depth
of the roots of that love 
it fit like a glove
it would have led me to my own 
eviction
Do you need a description?
Ok. Picture me on the floor with 
no soul
and I knew heaven wouldn’t hold
me like an angel or like I was saved
I’d be kicked to hell because I be-
trayed
I didn’t honor my mother or father
I was a nightmare daughter
letting them raise my children
It’s time for a new start to begin.
Drug court bound
it’s foreign ground
but changing my life is necessary
So my kids can finally see
the woman I truly am
without Meth holding my hand
and leading me down that conniv-
ing road
where I became the toad
awaiting Prince sobriety’s kiss
to show me the way to bliss
All of a sudden things I knew
Memories and thoughts flow 
through
But those all seemed so long ago

a façade of the world I know
The pain forms tears in my eyes
no wonder it seems easier to get high
but the thing to remember is the 
song
it’s harder to do what’s right than 
wrong
So as I trudge this short walk
please help me so it’s not just talk.
Help me follow the true path I’m on
So my kids can be proud of me when 
I’m gone.
It’s going to take time but they will 
see
that they truly can be proud of me
like they were with every kick I threw
that was then but this is new
I watched you gasp
as I tried to grasp
that with all the hope you held inside
the little girl full of innocence died
and from her ashes gross
a woman that made you dispose
all the trust you had in your heart
saying she could never be a part
of her three children’s lives
even though she tries 
To do everything right
and soon you’ll see the light.
Her decision to change her life
is more than just some jail hype.
It’s not just talk cause I’m in jail
Please don’t try to derail\my goals 
and hopes when I get out
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UNTiTLED (CONT'D)

even though you’re still full of 
doubt
take the feelings you have inside
for once please try to hide
your disappointed expression
also please spare me the aggression

I’m actually trying to change who I 
was
not only for myself but because
My children deserve to be raised by 
me
not other members of my family

PAiN

Poet Paint a Tree MDB

All the pain we’ve been put through
Like 1+1 the answer’s 2
It’s the pain that adds up to equal you
On the deepest levels unconscious inside
We never pretend we never act snide
We know there’s no place to run and hide
They all look around & underestimate
All the little things that step past the hate
But me even the pain i appreciate
I wish everyone could see the beauty that leads to hope
But alas evil always with the noose man’s rope
Pulling tighter on the pain that makes us choke
But remember the pain that we’ve been put through
So like 1+1 equals 2
All the pain adds up to reveal the beauty in you
Now listen to what I have to say
It’s a game we all have to play
I would never beg to have it taken away
It’s the pain that sets me free
Without the pain I would not be me. 
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Two “Exquisite Corpse” pieces  by writers in Community Corrections and Work Release

UNTiTLED i

It never rains in Southern California, but I wish I would have known ya.  
An image frozen in time, melting into an emotion like a popsicle in the 
sun, losing its form in the heat.  Like a candle in the sun that shines bright-
er than a smile and always goes the extra mile no matter what’s going on.  
We are going to be amazing because we both found serenity and an equal 
love.  But all things, even those that can’t breathe, die too.  Live like one 
day’s left, like there’s no real breath, the day’s breath.  Skies are blue until 
dark nights turn grey between light stars.

In the dark night, it’s hard to breathe.  The cold is like shattered glass in my 
lungs, the feeling of your body after a fresh shot...hot yet cold chills is all I 
got.  As I shiver and sweat, you’re my last thought.  Is this a new friend or a 
lifetime lover?  A lifetime lover, you see, indeed, for a friend is a friend, but 
a lover, a lover is in need.  A lover is a necessity, like the water a fish needs 
to breathe, to swim, to be.  Like the warmth a flower needs to bloom.  Like 
when I awake, I face the amazing rising sun.  Only in the first hour I feel 
this amazing power.  It appears to release the pain which shows always in 
my face.  Wow, the power and that moment I become a powerful flower.

As the moon is crescent, by the brightest starlight and I drift into a somber 
sleep.  The strength that comes from the serene gives me the will not to 
weep.  But in the end, I begin to creep along...

60 seconds, yeah I know I promised top-flight security and I was all up on 
it. It might’ve been the other way around we both know where it was going, 
you know, something like a merry-go-round. Around on the never-ending 
ride, there’s always something to hide. Because there’s a lonely world out 
there, and it’s easy to despair, so hold dear to what you believe to be true, if 
you don’t no one will care, they will push you aside. And nobody likes to be 
pushed aside -- give me the middle of the road, the arrow pointing north, 
the path, clear. So now I tip the rose and bring this letter to a close.  
I breathe for you, my very dear Rose !

UNTiTLED ii
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Two “Exquisite Corpse” pieces from writers at Remington House

ON THAT DAY

On that day Maddie had a great time with her friend (more like sister) 
Brandy, and her new rottweiler Hope before she went honeymooning with 
Jacob. Who? Oscar and Elijah showed up, too. On the top of mount Olym-
pus during the height of the Roman Empire, in the palace of Zeus, sudden-
ly Maddy realized she had lost her wedding ring. She reached in her pocket 
and found it. Yeah! And with that, the Gods smiled upon her wedding!

iN THE BEGiNNiNG

In the beginning, I was 2 weeks early born. As a little girl, I was a happy 
little baby who would smile all the time. My room was the place I was the 
happiest baby ever. I loved eating ice cream with my nanny. I loved ice 
cream. Oh no! I’m lactose intolerant #dead
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Colaboration of the women at LCJ

iNTERNATiONAL WOMEN’'S DAY - 2017

I have seen us and our mistakes 
And I choose to look past the façade 
Of superficial BS 
And still believe we are nothing less than great
How much time will I waste arguing with the beast  
inside my head 
I was trying to disguise the pain 
Now all I have is disdain 
I am the only one who can set me free 
If it is to be it is up to me
I am an amazing mother and amazing daughter 
I am one of a kind 
I go places I cannot see 
Everything seems to spin around me 
In the night I feel so free 
I stand with you 
The monsters under the bed are real 
A young woman battling addiction 
Stuck in these four walls 
Will I dare to be refined by this? 
I’ll walk to the front lines 
Words and insults all the time 
It’s ride or die ‘till death do us part 
That’s our foundation 
And has been from the start 
I’m a woman that’s 100% ride or die with you 
No matter where you go, Blyde 
We are the Gods and Goddesses of these white pages 
I am free, please walk with me 
Made Things.  
Made Strides. 
Made dreams.
Watch and see baby 
Go out there, face the world.
I am not a failure, a loss, 
Or a burden. 
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Colaboration of the women at LCJ

WE ARE FAMOUS

Yo quiero ser famosa también 
igual como mis hermanos

I want to be famous for my A team
The sky is famous to the sun
Togetherness and real love is famous to us 
I want to be famous to you, 
the only one you want for the rest of forever 
The ring is famous to the left hand’s finger 
Which reflects the devotion in her heart

I want to be famous like the ground to your feet, 
here to stay and never to leave 
I want to be famous today, tomorrow, and always 
for my loyalty, faithfulness and love

I want to be famous for my theories in quantum mechanics
I want to be famous for the people I teach 
hoping for the chance to tell of their success 
Oxygen is famous to life, 
Only receiving recognition when it’s lost

I want to be famous to my kids and fiancée for my loyalty 
I want to be famous to my four grandchildren 
for teaching them values and morals

I don’t want to be famous 
I will be 
by being the success from the orange zoo  
I’m going to get out of one day soon

I want to be famous for not wanting to be famous 
I don’t need to be famous 
I’m infamous.
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MY BEST FRiEND

Trippy Kay

Alaya who loves too hard
And who just wants to be a space alien hustla
Who rolls up blunts as beautifully as me
Who has good vibes and
Who loves wearing my sunglasses
Who always has good vibes and loves to party
Who always laughs
But I know that laughter lies

MY SON

Ramiro C.

My son who likes to eat stuff.
He is like the beautiful sun
in the sky because he brightens up my day.
My son is such a mama’s boy.
I wish I was with him more
than just the weekend.
When I am having a bad day I think of 
my son.
I can’t believe I had a kid so young.
I am glad I did though because
he helped me get out of trouble
and grow up.
I know he is counting on me
at the end of the day.

I am so glad I have him in my life.
He is one of the most important people in my life.
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ODELiA WHO?

Odelia

A blooming rose
18 years young
Ruby glistening
Red and black flows
July is the month
27th is the day
98 is the year
The love is there,
The life was never fair
Two moms and one dad
I don’t think I came out that bad
I twisted the bubble
And got lost in the puddle
But refuse to give in
Even if it gets me in trouble
Heart of gold,
Hides behind her bold
Brown eyes brown hair
Soft and gentle

I remember the back of the cop car
I remember hearing the cell door 
lock
I remember the taste of my first 
meal
I remember the long first night
I remember feeling lonely,
I remember being shackled,
I remember the transport from the 
courthouse

UNTiTLED

Tee Hip

I remember the cuts in my ankles
I remember the tears in my mom’s 
eyes
I remember the sound of the judge’s 
hammer
I remember getting my first bond
I remember freedom
I remember fresh air
I remember coming back again
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THE HOMiE i’'LL HiT YOU iN THE MOUTH GET SH*T 
STRAiGHT

Poet Paint a Tree MDB

Please listen to the words I speak
I have Homies that won’t wake from sleep
Because their lives took them too deep
Needle in arm guns in hand
Now they can’t return from neverland
Na they ain’t playing with Peter Pan
They went to a place I can’t follow
Leaving a void forever hollow
Making life hard to swallow
But I know if they were here 
They’d say little Homie don’t feel no fear
Punch you in the mouth if you shed a tear
I’ve never been in a gang
But to the Homie’s families the same
They’d say help people out this game
Put our story down on paper
Maybe you’ll save someone sooner or later
One used a little too much
The other got shot while eating lunch
One died on my bathroom floor
The other in my arm praying to live some more
Look around what do you see
Good people who can all be free
Let them know there’s other ways to be G
Tell them this is a chance to turn it around
It’s never too late to pick yourself off the ground
Tell them you know they probably have friends or family who died the 
same
But it’s never too late to get out the game
They don’t have to listen to this sh*t
But you know they can all live legit
So now that our story got told
Tell them we hope they all grow old
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NOTES

Legend has it that Hemingway was once challenged  
to write a story in only six words. His response?

“For sale: baby shoes, never worn”. 

Today the six-word memoir project has become a global  
phenomenon.

Can you tell your life story in six words?
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________________________________________________________
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Your silence will not protect you.

Audre Lorde
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work to educate and empower underserved 
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reach that promotes community action and 
social change.




